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Abstract 
 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) are strict endosymbionts of plant roots. They are important to the 
host plant because they provide nutrients to the host and have a large impact on plant growth. 
However, understanding how these fungi affect plant growth has been difficult because of the 
complexity of their genetic make-up and the difficulty to isolate these fungi. However, data from a 
population of the AMF Rhizophagus irregularis shows that genetic variation in the fungus occurs 
concurrently with variation in fungal phenotypic traits and in how plants grow.  Different AMF can 
produce different effects on the host plant. As well, different host plants can be differently influenced 
by a single AMF. 
In order to understand the effect of the fungal and host plant intra-species variability in different 
aspects of the symbiosis, we used the multi-locus sequencing techniques as restriction-site associated 
DNA sequencing (ddRad-seq) and RNA-seq on different isolates of R. irregularis and cassava 
(Manihot esculenta) cultivars to: 
1) Confirm independently that single-spore siblings of two different R. irregularis isolates harbour 
different types of nuclei (Heterokaryosis), as shown by changes in allele frequency of several 
sites among the siblings. 
2) Provide the first causal link between the genetic of the fungus and the plant response to the 
fungus. We show that genetically related R. irregularis isolates display similar phenotypes and 
similar effects on the host plant. 
3) Show that the host plant intra-species variability influenced the fungal gene-transcription, that 
the fungal intra-species variability influenced the host plant gene-transcription and we reveal a 
first insight of gene-gene correlations between the host plant and the fungus. 
4) Show that the host intra-species variability plays an important role in the coexistence of two R. 
irregularis isolates, that the coexistence of two R. irregularis isolates has different effects on 
different host plants and that two R. irregularis probably recognize each other. 
Our results provide the first demonstrated link between genetic variation in the fungus, their 
phenotypic variation and plant growth response. We also reveal a first insight of gene-gene 
interactions between the fungus and the host plant. These results are essential to establish in our 
ultimate goal to use genetic variation in AMF to improve plant growth. 
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Résumé 
Les champignons mycorhiziens (AMF) sont des endosymbiontes des racines des plantes. Ces 
champignons sont très importants pour les plantes hôtes car ils leur donnent des nutriments et donc 
provoquent un effet sur leur croissance. Comprendre comment ces champignons affectent la 
croissance des plantes a été très difficile car il est nécessaire d’isoler ces champignons du sol pour 
mieux étudier leurs effets. Malgré ces inconvénients, l’étude d’une population de champignons 
mycorhiziens a montré que des isolats de Rhizophagus irregularis ont des génotypes différents, des 
phénotypes différents et produisent différents effets sur leur plante hôte. Toutefois, il n’a jamais été 
prouvé que cette variation génétique des champignons soit responsable de la variation de la réponse 
des plantes à ces champignons. 
Dans cette thèse, nous avons utilisé des techniques de séquençage à haut débit comme RAD-
sequencing et RNA-seq sur des échantillons issus de différents isolats de R. irregularis ainsi que sur 
plusieurs variétés de manioc (Manihot esculenta) afin d’atteindre les buts suivants : 
1) J’ai démontré que la descendance asexuelle d’un isolat présente différents types de 
noyaux. Ces différences sont probablement dues à des changements de fréquence des 
allèles au sein de la descendance. 
2) J’ai démontré que la variation génétique du champignon est responsable de sa variation 
phénotypique ainsi que de la variation de la réponse des plantes aux champignons.  
3) J’ai démontré que la variation intra-spécifique de la plante hôte influence l’expression de 
plusieurs gènes du champignon, et que la variation intra-spécifique du champignon influence 
l’expression de plusieurs gènes de la plante hôte. J’ai également démontré que l’expression 
de plusieurs gènes de la plante hôte est corrélée à l’expression de plusieurs gènes du 
champignon.  
4)  J’ai démontré que la variation intra-spécifique de la plante hôte joue un rôle important dans 
la coexistence de deux isolats de champignons, que la coexistence de deux isolats influence 
la croissance de la plante hôte, et que probablement deux isolats se reconnaissent entre eux. 
Ces résultats sont les premiers à démontrer qu’il existe un lien de causalité entre la variation 
génétique du champignon, la variation phénotypique et la variation dans la réponse de la plante au 
champignon. Celles-ci sont des découvertes très importantes car elles vont nous permettre d’utiliser la 
variation génétique des champignons pour améliorer la croissance des plantes. 
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Introduction 
 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi are strict endosymbionts of plant roots. They provide nutrients such as 
phosphate and nitrate to the host plant in exchange for plant carbohydrates (Johnson et al. 1997). The 
mycorrhizal symbiosis is one of the oldest known symbioses and is thought to have evolved ~460 
Million years ago (Redecker 2000). More than 80% of plants are thought to form the mycorrhizal 
symbiosis. This exchange of nutrients is facultative for plants but obligate for the fungi. AMF represent 
cosmopolitan taxa and intensive sampling of different taxa on different locations and soil types 
suggest that these microbes are present in all soils (Hazard et al. 2013). 
 
Biology of AMF 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi are coenocitic (presenting no cell divisions). This probably allows the 
cytoplasm, mitochondria and nuclei to flow around the organism. During spore formation, different 
numbers of nuclei migrate into the spores. The consequence of this is the lack of a single-nucleus 
state at any time in the life cycle of the fungus. Furthermore, multi-nucleate hyphae can fuse with each 
other. This process is known as anastomosis and it has been described by (Giovannetti et al., 1999). 
Hyphae from the same, and also from genetically different isolates of the same AMF species, can fuse 
and exchange cytoplasm (Croll et al. 2009), consequently allowing the mixture of genetic material 
between the two fungi.  
 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi have been considered as ancient asexual scandals, because they are 
one of the oldest taxa that are thought to be asexual (Judson & Normark 1996). Indeed, no sexual 
structures have been described in AMF. As described previously, asexual recombination by means of 
anastomosis can allow genetic exchange among different hyphae. Confirming this, Croll et al., (2009) 
found signals of recombination in sequences of DNA in an AMF species. A genome survey of meiosis 
related genes in the genome of R. irregularis and transcriptome of different Glomeromycota species, 
showed the presence of several meiosis related genes, providing evidence of possible cryptic sex in 
these fungi (Halary et al. 2011; Tisserant et al. 2012). Furthermore, several homologues of mating 
type loci found in other fungal species have been found in the genome of R. irregularis (Riley et al. 
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2014). Finally, it has been shown that R. irregularis isolates can possess different alleles of a putative 
mat-locus and even some isolates contain combinations of two alleles of this mat-locus suggesting, 
without complete evidence, that R. irregularis posses and homokaryotic- dikaryotic life cycle (Ropars 
et al. 2016).  These results together suggest that AMF should probably no longer be considered as 
ancient asexuals, like other taxa that were believed ancient asexuals, but display rare sex events 
(Croll 2016). 
 
AMF within-species diversity 
Genetic studies on single species of AMF have been possible because of the existence of in-vitro 
cultures. Notably, Rhizophagus irregularis has become the model species for genetics studies for its 
worldwide distribution and the ease of putting it into culture. R. irregularis is reported to be a very 
diverse AMF. Within the same location, a population of R. irregularis comprises isolates that are 
genetically different from each other (Koch et al. 2004). These different genotypes present differences 
in traits such as hyphal density, spore density and spore size (Koch et al., 2004; Ehinger et al., 2012). 
Moreover, the same species has been used to inoculate globally important crops such as rice and 
cassava, showing that different AMF isolates can produce different host growth responses (Angelard 
et al., 2010; Ceballos et al., 2013). 
 
Genomic organization of AMF 
The multinucleate status of these fungi could be an important source of genetic variation in AMF. 
However, this depends on whether the fungi contain nuclei that are identical (homokaryons) or that are 
different among each other (heterokaryons). Homokaryosis is the state where an organism possesses 
nuclei that are all identical. Heterokaryosis is the state where an organism possesses 2 or more nuclei 
that are genetically different and co-existing in the same cytoplasm. Some AMF, such as 
Scutellospora pellucida (Bever & Morton 1999), Scutellospora castanea (Kuhn et al., 2001) and 
Glomus etunicatum (Hijri & Sanders 2005) have been described as heterokaryons. 
 
There is a considerable debate about if the nuclei found in the cytoplasm of R. irregularis are 
genetically identical or different. Tisserant et al., (2013) have published a 153-Mb genome of the R. 
irregularis isolate DAOM-197198. They compared sequenced regions containing more than 1000 bp 
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and they found very low polymorphism among the regions. Furthermore, Lin et al., (2014) have also 
published 4 single nucleus genomes of DAOM-197198. They compared 3 genes on the 4 nuclei with 
the objective of finding genetic polymorphism. However, they observe that there was no allelic 
variation among the nuclei. Subsequently, these two papers suggest that R. irregularis does not have 
multiple genomes and presents low polymorphism (Tisserant et al. 2013; Lin et al. 2014). On the other 
hand, isolates from the same species isolated from an agricultural field in Switzerland presented a 
high genetic polymorphism that suggests heterokaryosis. Isolates issued from crosses of individual 
spores (segregated lines) present different allele frequencies and have different effects on host plant 
growth (Angelard et al. 2010). Moreover, Ehinger et al., (2012) have shown in an independent study 
on R. irregularis (isolate C3) that single-spore sibling lines issued from the same parental culture, 
present different allele frequencies and germination-tube growth rate. In conclusion, these studies on 
the Swiss R. irregularis population are not in agreement with the studies made on the reference isolate 
DAOM 197198 concerning the genomic organization of R. irregularis. However, in 2016 two 
independent studies confirmed the heterokaryotic nature of R. irregularis.  Restriction site-associated 
DNA sequencing (RAD-seq) was performed on 20 different isolates, showing a high level of 
polymorphisms that suggest the heterokaryotic nature of R. irregularis (Wyss et al. 2016). 
Furthermore, 6 different isolates of this species were sequenced using whole genome sequencing, 
showing that some isolates could be homokaryons, while others could be heterokaryons, as described 
by a drop in 50% of coverage in some genomics regions (Ropars et al. 2016). 
 
Symbiosis functioning 
In order to establish the symbiosis with the host plant, a molecular communication is made between 
the fungal endosymbiont and the host plant (Figure 1). First, the root produces exudates, as signal-
molecules, which induce germination and hyphal branching of the fungus (Giovannetti et al. 1993; 
Buee et al. 2000). The molecules involved are phyto-hormones, among them strigolactones, which are 
responsible for the fungal branching (Akiyama et al. 2005). Second, the fungal hyphae form a 
structure in the root surface called hyphopodium. This fungal structure appears to be induced by a 
conserved mechanism in pathogens and symbiotic fungi (Gutjahr & Parniske 2013), which could be 
triggered by the perception of cutin monomers in the plant cell-wall (Dickman et al. 2003). The fungal 
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hyphae produce chitin molecules (chitooligosacharides) that induce the expression of several plant 
genes including calcium spiking (Genre et al. 2013).  
 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the interaction between AMF and the host plant. The host plant exude strigolactones 
which induce the germination of the spores. The fungus produces (lipo)chitooligosaccharides that induces a calcium spiking of 
the host plant cells. AMF fungi form a hyphopodium structure in the surface of the rhizodermis. The host plant forms a 
prepenetration apparatus (PPA) that allows the fungal hyphae enter towards the roots inner cortex cells. In the inner cortex cells 
the fungus form arbuscules, which are the nutrient exchanging structure between the fungus and the host plant. Figure from 
Gutjahr & Parniske, 2013.  
 
 
The plant response to fungal chitin molecules is dependent of the LysM receptor-like kinase that 
controls the formation of AM symbiosis (Op den Camp et al. 2011). After the formation of the 
hyphopodium, the plant forms its prepenetration apparatus (PPA) that shows the crossing path to the 
fungus inside the plant cells (Parniske 2008).   Finally, the fungus forms ‘arbuscules’ in the inner roots 
cortical cells, where the nutrient transfer occurs. The plant develops a structure that surrounds the 
arbuscules, made by the plant endoplastic reticulum called peri-arbuscular membrane. The peri-
arbuscular membrane is the plant structure that is involved in nutrient transfer from the plant side, and 
the peri-arbuscular space (between peri-arbuscular membrane and arbuscules) is the place where the 
exchange takes place between the two organisms. 
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Plant control over AMF 
The host plant responds to fungal pathogens by producing salicylic acid, which is a molecule involved 
in a signal transduction pathway activated when the fungal hypha is in contact with the host plant 
(Blilou et al. 2000). However, when interacting with AMF the host plant can elicit a transient defence 
response as against fungal pathogens but with less intensity (García-Garrido & Ocampo 2002). 
Furthermore, phosphate inhibits the development of AMF by repressing essential symbiotic genes 
when exposed to high levels of exogenous phosphate(Breuillin et al. 2010). Finally, arbuscular 
mycorrhizal fungi are known to benefit the host plant by providing nutrients. However, it also has been 
observed that AMF can have a negative impact on host plant growth (Koide 1985). This demonstrates 
that AMF symbiosis effects are more situated in a mutualism-parasitism continuum (Johnson et al. 
1997) rather than be only beneficial for the plant. Furthermore, the host plant possesses the 
mechanisms to avoid fungal strains that are less beneficial. It has been demonstrated, using 
radiolabeled phosphate and carbohydrate molecules, that plants give less carbohydrates to fungi that 
provide les phosphates to the host plant (Bever et al. 2009; Kiers et al. 2011).  
 
AMF regulation of the symbiosis 
It has been shown that AMF can interfere with the host defence signalling (Volpin et al. 1995), 
showing that AMF can also have a mediation role in the host-AMF symbiosis. AMF can also regulate 
the symbiosis by producing small molecules (Effector proteins) that will affect the defence response of 
the host plant (Kloppholz et al. 2011). Effector proteins are molecules that interfere with numerous 
functions to overcome the host plant defences (Kamoun 2006). Effector molecules appear to be 
conserved within the Glomeromycotan phylum (Sędzielewska Toro & Brachmann 2016), suggesting 
that this is an ancient mechanism in the plant-AMF interaction. 
 
Nutrient exchange between the two organisms 
Nutrient exchange between AMF and the host plant is a key feature to understand the symbiosis 
between the two partners. AMF provide nutrients to the plant such as nitrate and phosphate in 
exchange for plant carbohydrates (Johnson et al. 1997). Furthermore, AMF can enhance plant 
resistance to heavy metal polluted soils and protect the plant against water stress. This means that 
sugar, phosphate, nitrates, heavy metals and water transport should play an important role in the 
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symbiosis.  Evidence of sugar export to the fungus has been shown by the expression of the fungal 
sugar transporter MST2, which is paired with the activity of the phosphate transporter PT4 (Helber et 
al. 2011). Furthermore, the plant SWEET sugar transporter family has been shown to be also involved 
in the export of sugar to AMF (Manck-Götzenberger & Requena 2016). 
Phosphate is a limiting nutrient for plants. Consequently it could be a main driver in the AM symbiosis.  
The host plant can import phosphate from AMF by the phosphate transporter PT4, which was first 
discovered in Medicago trunculata roots in presence of AMF (Harrison et al. 2002). Nitrogen has also 
been detected to be another nutrient that is transferred from the soil and allocated to the host-plant by 
AMF (Govindarajulu et al. 2005). The transfer of nitrate from AMF to the roots is made trough the 
nitrate transporter NTR2 (Hildebrandt et al. 2002). Ammonium, which is another source of nitrogen, is 
imported into the host plant by the ammonium transporter AMT2 (Guether et al. 2009). Potassium is 
another limiting nutrient for plants, which evidence of transfer from AMF has been shown in Zea mays 
(Kaldorf et al. 1999). Transporter family TrK/Ktr/HKT is involved in the potassium transport from the 
plant side (Corratgé-Faillie et al. 2010). Metals as zinc, cooper and Iron are also important nutrients for 
plant growth. However, they are toxic in high concentrations. AMF increase metal transport in low 
metal conditions, but decrease metal transport when the soil has toxic levels of metals (González-
Guerrero et al. 2016). It has been shown that ZIP transporters, which are an ubiquitous family of metal 
transporters, are down regulated in presence of AMF (Burleigh et al. 2003). Finally, aquaporins are 
involved in water movement in plants. The downregulation of the aquaporins PIP1 and TIP in 
presence of AMF suggest that AMF regulate plant aquaporin expression, and hence, the water flow in 
the plant (Ouziad et al. 2005). All the previous examples showed that the host plant has a large 
arsenal of transporters to achieve the exchange of molecules with AMF. However, this list is only a 
small number of transporters that have been reported and there are numerous homologues and other 
molecules that could be also involved specifically in the exchange of nutrients in the peri-arbuscular 
space.  
 
Cassava (Manihot esculenta) 
Cassava is considered a vital crop for food security that provides an important source of calories in 
tropical countries (Howeler 2013). This crop possesses a good capacity to resist drought stress (El-
Sharkawy & Cock 1987). Few studies have tested the effect of AMF on the growth of cassava. 
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Cassava has been shown to respond strongly to AMF (Sieverding & howeler 1985). Furthermore, 
AMF have been shown to improve drought tolerance of cassava plants under water stress conditions 
(Oyetunji & Osonubi 2007). However, to better understand the mechanisms concerning the effect of 
AMF on Cassava, a good quality reference genome is needed. In 2016, a complete cassava reference 
genome (751 Mb, 97% of genes distributed in 18 chromosomes) was released (Bredeson et al. 2016). 
This genome has a contiguity of 27.7 kb (N50). The low diversity of chloroplast DNA suggests that the 
diversity in cassava is the result of a maternal bottleneck during domestication. However, it was found 
that introgression of at least 2 other Manihot especies on cassava occurred, having an impact on 
cassava genetic diversity (Bredeson et al. 2016).  
 
Effect of AMF on plants 
By providing nutrients to the host plant, AMF can have an important role in plant ecology. AMF 
colonize approximately 200’000 plant species (van der Heijden et al. 2015). It has been shown that 
AMF can affect plant community diversity (van der Heijden et al. 1998), and AMF identity affect plant 
growth (Koch et al., 2006). Furthermore, it has been shown that AMF can protect the host plant 
against, drought stress (Oyetunji & Osonubi 2007) and heavy metal toxicity (Ouziad et al. 2005). 
Finally, it has been shown that AMF can affect the host defence against pathogens, by producing a 
priming effect on the host plant (Jung et al. 2012). All these examples show the extent of effects that 
AMF could have on plant ecology. 
 
Genetic variability and its effect on the host plant 
Several results shown that AMF can have a positive impact on plant growth (Smith & Read 2008). 
However, there are also some results where AMF has no effect or even has a negative effect on plant 
growth (Koide 1985; Johnson et al. 1997; Grace et al. 2009; Veiga et al. 2011). All these evidence 
shows that there is a genotype-by-environment interaction in the AMF-plant symbiosis (Ehinger et al. 
2009). Furthermore, an experiment using different grass plants single-inoculated with different species 
of AMF, showed that the mycorrhizal effect is dependent on the AMF species and the host plant 
species (Klironomos 2003), highlighting the complexity of the plant response to the AMF. Finally, the 
amount of genetic variability found at the within-species level in R. irregularis has resulted in different 
phenotypic responses of the host plant (Angelard et al. 2010).  All this evidence suggests an important 
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role of fungal genetic variability on the response of the host plant to AMF. However, if fungal genetic 
variability creates important variation on the plant growth response to AMF, it is possible that the 
response of the host plant to AMF could be predictable. Then, the fungal genetic variability could be 
used as a tool to understand the host response to AMF.  
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PhD objectives 
This PhD thesis aims to understand the role of the host and fungal intra-species variability in different 
aspects of the symbiosis. I aimed to understand the genetic make up of Rhizophagus irregularis, the 
interaction of different R. irregularis isolates in the same environment and the interaction and effect of 
R. irregularis on the host plant. 
 
First, I tested whether the coexisting nuclei in R. irregularis are equal (homokaryosis) or different 
(heterokaryosis). I produced single-spore siblings of two R. irregularis isolates, I genotyped them by 
using the multi-locus sequencing approach ddRad-seq and tested if the single-spore siblings were 
phenotypically different, if they displayed qualitative genetic changes  (presence/absence of alleles at 
a single locus) and if they displayed quantitative genetic changes (differences in allele frequency at a 
single locus).  
Second, I tested if there is a genetic basis between the genetics of the fungus and the plant response 
to AMF inoculation. I grew different R. irregularis isolates and used them to inoculate cassava plants. I 
tested whether genetically related isolates displayed similar phenotypes and produced similar 
responses on the host plant. 
Third, I evaluated the role of the fungus intra-species variability and host intra-species variability in the 
AMF symbiosis. I performed RNA-seq on two different R. irregularis isolates, inoculated 
independently, to five different cassava cultivars, to test: 1) if there are differences in gene-
transcription between the two R. irregularis isolates. 2) if the two R. irregularis isolates produced 
different gene-transcription responses on the host plant. 3) if the host plant intra-species variability 
affects the gene-transcription of the R. irregularis isolates. 4) If the expression of R. irregularis genes 
can be correlated to the transcription of the cassava genes. 5) if the gene-transcription of cassava or 
R. irregularis genes correlates to the growth response of the plants. 
Fourth, I tested whether the host plant identity has an effect on the coexistence of two different R. 
irregularis isolates within the same host roots by using RNA-seq. I also investigated the effect of the 
coexistence of two different R. irregularis isolates on the host growth response. Finally, I tested if the 
two different R. irregularis isolates interact directly to each other. I used two different isolates single-
inoculated and co-inoculated on three different cassava cultivars.  
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Abstract 
Asexual organisms are at a disadvantage compared to sexual organisms because of the lack of 
recombination allowing the generation of genetic variation. However, the multinucleated arbuscular 
mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) produce genetically variable clonal progeny that can greatly affect plant 
growth. This suggests a potentially high ecological impact of such variation. We aimed to understand 
the nature of the within-fungus genetic polymorphism in clonally produced progeny of the AMF species 
Rhizophagus irregularis.  We observed that clonal single-spore siblings of two isolates did not display 
qualitative genetic differences (i.e. presence or absence of alleles) but displayed significant 
quantitative genetic differences observed as differences in allele frequency. These quantitative genetic 
changes were distributed genome-wide rather than located in specific regions. The results were 
consistent using different reference genome assemblies. We also observed that the single-spore 
siblings differed phenotypically. These results suggest that variation in structural arrangements of DNA 
sequences and the possession of genetically different nuclei are the most likely explanations for the 
within-fungus genetic polymorphism. Our results highlight the importance of possessing different 
nuclei as a mechanism to generate genetic variation that could have a consequence on the phenotype 
of a clonal organism.  
 
 
Introduction 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) are strict endosymbionts of plant roots that form symbioses with 
approximately 200’000 different plant species (van der Heijden et al. 2015). They provide the plant 
with nutrients such as phosphate and nitrate in exchange for plant-derived carbohydrates. Arbuscular 
mycorrhizal fungi affect plant growth (Koch et al. 2006), and plant community diversity and productivity 
(Heijden et al. 1998), suggesting an important role of these fungi in plant ecology. They also have the 
potential to be used as ‘biological fertilizers’ to improve crop production (Ceballos et al. 2013). These 
fungi have been considered as one of the oldest taxa that are thought to be asexual (Judson & 
Normark 1996). To date, no sexual structures have been described in AMF. Despite the presence of 
meiosis genes in AMF genomes that are highly conserved in eukaryotes (Riley & Corradi 2013), the 
evidence of nuclear exchange between different hyphae (Croll et al. 2009), and recently the discovery 
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of mating-type like alleles in R. irregularis (Ropars et al. 2016), no obvious stage of meiosis has ever 
been observed.  
 
From an evolutionary perspective, clonal organisms should be at disadvantage compared to sexual 
organisms because of the inability to generate genetic diversity by recombination and the 
accumulation of deleterious mutations over generations; a process known as Muller’s Ratchet 
(Felsenstein & Yokoyama 1976). Nevertheless, clonal reproduction is common in bacteria, fungi, 
plants and animals, demonstrating a wide presence in the tree of life. In AMF, siblings issued from 
asexual spores that did not have the possibility to recombine with other isolates exhibited different 
phenotypes (Ehinger et al. 2012) and produced strongly differential effects on host plant growth 
(Angelard et al. 2010). This indicates that there could be a mechanism in AMF allowing the generation 
of phenotypic and functional diversity in clonally produced asexual offspring and this could affect their 
success in different environments as well as affecting their plant hosts. 
 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi are coenocytic, meaning that they have a continuous cytoplasm without 
the separation of nuclei into individual cells. This could allow nuclei to move around freely in the 
mycelium. In addition, during spore development, several nuclei migrate into spores (Marleau et al. 
2011). The consequence of this is the lack of a known single-nucleus stage at any time in the life cycle 
of AMF (Sanders & Croll 2010). The generation of small differences among nuclei, and the inheritance 
of several nuclei at each generation, could result in the maintenance of a heterokaryotic state 
(coexistence of different nuclei). Furthermore, segregation of genetically diverse nuclei into individual 
spores could occur and influence spore shape (Bever & Morton 1999). Thus if AMF nuclei are not 
identical, the multinucleate status of these fungi could be an important source of genetic variation in a 
seemingly clonal organism.  
 
There is a debate about whether the nuclei of AMF are genetically identical (homokaryotic) or 
genetically different (heterokaryotic). Tisserant et al. (Tisserant et al. 2013) published a 115 Mb 
genome sequence of Rhizophagus irregularis (isolate DAOM 197198) where low levels of 
polymorphism within the genome were found. Furthermore, Lin et al. (Lin et al. 2014) sequenced the 
genomes of four single nuclei of the same R. irregularis isolate. They compared the genomes of the 
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four nuclei and observed that there was very low allelic polymorphism among the nuclei. 
Consequently, these two studies suggest that R. irregularis (DAOM 197198) does not harbour 
genetically different nuclei and exhibits low within-fungus polymorphism (Tisserant et al. 2013; Lin et 
al. 2014). However, some isolates of the same AMF species from a population in Switzerland 
presented a higher level of within-fungus genetic polymorphism (Wyss et al. 2016). This polymorphism 
was evaluated by analysing the SNP density in short sequences of the genomes of different isolates of 
R. irregularis, using the multi-locus sequencing approach called double-digest restriction site 
associated DNA sequencing (ddRAD-seq) (Parchman et al. 2012). Polymorphism within R. irregularis 
isolates was ascribed to either genetic differences among nuclei or polymorphism caused by copy-
number variations (CNV) between the different isolates (Wyss et al. 2016). Copy-number variation has 
been proposed as a mechanism that can increase genetic variability and cause phenotypic variation 
by modifying gene expression levels and affect individual survival (Tang & Amon 2013). This type of 
polymorphism, manifested as a variation in the structural arrangement of DNA sequences, has 
previously been shown in an AMF population (Corradi et al. 2007). Hence, this type of structural 
arrangement could be an alternative to the heterokaryosis explanation for the existence of within-
fungus genetic polymorphism in AMF. Furthermore, R. irregularis (isolate DAOM 197198) is haploid, 
as determined by flow cytometry measurements of nuclear DNA content that were compared to 
genome size estimates from sequencing data (Sedzielewska et al. 2011; Tisserant et al. 2013). As a 
consequence, polyploidy is not a likely explanation of the within-fungus polymorphism of R. irregularis 
isolate DAOM 197198. 
 
Several studies attempting to understand the within-fungus genetic polymorphism in R. irregularis 
adopted a particular experimental design, but the nature of the within-fungus genetic polymorphism 
remains unclear (Taylor et al. 2015). The design involved producing new cultures, each from a single-
spore of a given AMF parental isolate, and then looking to see if those progeny were genetically 
identical or different. Qualitative measurements (i.e. presence or absence of alleles), and quantitative 
measurements (i.e. differences in frequency of alleles) among the siblings were used as proxies to 
determine if the coexisting nuclei were identical or different. The assumption in these experiments was 
that if the nuclei were all the same, then all clonal progeny would also be genetically identical. 
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However, if nuclei were different then segregation of genetically different nuclei could lead to 
observable differences among siblings. 
 
Using the above-mentioned experimental design, three studies attempted to detect the source of 
within-fungus genetic polymorphism in AMF. However, each study has serious limitations that could 
compromise their conclusions. First, Pawlowska et al. analysed the POL1-like sequence (PLS1) locus 
in single-spore siblings of the AMF Glomus etunicatum, showing the presence of all 13 variants of the 
PLS1 site in all siblings (Pawlowska & Taylor 2004), and concluded that all nuclei were identical. 
However, the authors analysed a single locus, and did not look for quantitative differences among the 
single-spore siblings. Furthermore, it cannot be excluded that the parental isolate possessed 
genetically different nuclei, but that all the different nuclei were transmitted in equal frequencies to the 
single-spore siblings; thus, generating identical heterokaryotic siblings that were qualitatively the 
same. Second, Angelard et al. used isolates that were crosses between two parental isolates to 
produce single-spore siblings. The single-spore siblings exhibited differences in the presence/absence 
of alleles at multiple sites using AFLP, and differed in relative allele frequency at a locus, Bg112 
(Angelard et al. 2010), supporting the hypothesis that different nuclei coexisted. However, the use of 
progeny originating from crossed AMF isolates could have inflated the observed diversity because it 
could be influenced by the disproportionate inheritance of nuclei originating from the different parental 
isolates. In addition, the authors used AFLP; a method that does not allow sequence verification. 
Additionally, only 1 locus was used to measure allele frequency differences. Third, Ehinger et al. 
showed changes in the relative frequency of alleles at one site (Bg112 locus) among single-spore 
siblings (Ehinger et al. 2012), supporting the hypothesis that this AMF comprised genetically different 
nuclei. The premise in these two last studies is that differences in relative frequency of alleles could 
only have occurred if each nucleus contained one of the alleles and the progeny inherited different 
proportions of the nuclei carrying each allele. But the authors did not look for qualitative genetic 
differences and also only analysed a single locus as a measurement of quantitative differentiation. In 
those last studies, allele frequency differences among siblings were only observed at the Bg112 locus, 
which Lin et al. suggest is an inappropriate marker for understanding whether genetic variation is 
partitioned among nuclei or not (Lin et al. 2014). An alternative explanation is that the nuclei 
harboured variable numbers of copies of the alleles; thus differences in allele frequency are due to the 
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structural arrangement of the alleles among nuclei. However, in either scenario, it is difficult to explain 
differences in allele frequency among siblings if the nuclei do not harbour either different alleles or 
different numbers of copy of the alleles. The only other possible explanation is that some unknown 
mechanism causes a change in allele copy number in all nuclei during spore formation; although this 
is not a highly parsimonious explanation, as no such mechanism is known.  
 
To understand the generation of genetic variation during clonal propagation of this fungus we 
developed a workflow that could allow us to discriminate between the different possibilities explaining 
its genomic organization (figure 1a). Hence, four possible scenarios could be expected from the 
experimental design where clonal single-spores siblings are produced from the same parental isolate:  
(1) The clonal siblings, each initiated from a single asexual spore, are genetically identical. Thus, 
no qualitative or quantitative differences are observed among siblings (figure 1b-1). 
(2) The siblings inherit the same composition of genetically different nuclei. Therefore, the single-
spore siblings do not display either qualitative or quantitative differences, even though they 
are heterokaryotic (figure 1b-2). 
(3) Single-spore siblings display qualitative genetic differences, detected as the presence and 
absence of alleles at some positions. By chance, some nuclear genotypes are lost in some 
single-spore siblings giving rise to qualitatively genetically different siblings. Random loss of 
alleles is only likely to happen in one generation if some nuclear genotypes are present in low 
frequency (figure 1b-3). 
(4) Single-spore siblings display quantitative genetic differences. 
a.  The observed differences in relative frequency of alleles are found at single-copy 
sites among siblings. The nuclei differ genetically and each new spore receives the 
same nuclei but in different relative frequencies. If the knowledge of the genome of 
the tested isolate is good, then we can assume that such differences are at true 
single-copy sites, where each locus only exists once in each nucleus. Thus, changes 
in allele frequency should be due to a change in the relative frequency of nuclei 
carrying a given allele at a given locus (figure 1b-4a). 
b. The differences in the relative frequency of alleles observed at multiple-copy sites 
could be the result of CNVs generated during spore development (by an unknown 
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mechanism) or by existing differences among nuclei and the subsequent unequal 
inheritance of these nuclei among siblings. In this case, the nuclei are divergent and 
the CNV polymorphism could explain the within-fungus genetic polymorphism. 
Additionally, if sequence reads are aligned to a reference assembly of a different AMF 
isolate, or aligned to a poorly assembled genome, sites assumed to be single-copy in 
the reference assembly could be in fact multiple-copy; hence the quantitative 
differences in allele frequency among siblings could be explained by CNV among 
nuclei (figure 1b-4b). 
	
 
        
Figure 1. (a) A decision tree workflow for this study. (b) Scenarios for the outcome of the experimental design. Large circles 
represent spores and small circles with different grey shading represent genetically different nuclei.  
 
 
In this experiment, we aimed to experimentally test which of the above scenarios is more likely to 
explain the within-fungus genetic polymorphism. We took several asexual spores from a single 
parental culture of R. irregularis (isolates DAOM 197198 and B4) and grew each spore separately in 
new Petri dishes (preventing possible recombination between the different spores). Consequently, we 
measured whether there were qualitative or quantitative genetic differences among asexual single-
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spore siblings originating from a parental AMF culture. We also produced replicates of each single-
spore culture by sub-culturing in a way that allowed us to apply statistical tests on qualitative and 
quantitative genetic data generated from each culture. Additionally, in one of the isolates, we 
determined whether significant phenotypic differences existed among the single-spore siblings or not.  
  
Methods 
Biological material and experimental design 
We used R. irregularis isolates B4 and DAOM 197198 in this study. Isolate B4 was introduced into in 
vitro culture in 2000 starting with a single-spore of this fungus taken from a pot culture that originated 
from an agricultural field in Tänikon, Switzerland (Jansa et al. 2002). Isolate DAOM 197198 is the 
reference R. irregularis isolate used in many laboratories worldwide and was the first AMF genome to 
be sequenced (Tisserant et al. 2013; Lin et al. 2014). The fungi were grown in association with Ri T-
DNA transformed carrot roots in an in vitro system (Bécard & Fortin 1988). We cultivated these fungi 
in split Petri dishes, where one compartment only contained the host roots with the fungus and the 
other compartment contained hyphae and spores of the fungus (St-Arnaud et al. 1996). We created 9 
single-spore cultures of the isolate B4 and 3 single-spore cultures of isolate DAOM 197198. Each of 
these single spores germinated, colonized the roots, proliferated and produced new clonal spores. In 
order to obtain biological replicates of each single-spore culture, after proliferation of the material, we 
divided each single-spore culture into three equal parts (each containing roots, hyphae and more than 
3000 spores) and propagated these parts in new split Petri dishes (electronic supplementary material, 
figure S1). It was not possible for any of the siblings cultures to fuse with any of the other cultures 
during propagation as each sibling was cultivated in a separate Petri dish. All cultures were 
maintained for 6 months. 
ddRAD-sequencing and data analysis 
The DNA was extracted from fungal material of all replicates using the DNeasy Mini Plant Kit 
(QIAGEN) and the DNA concentration was normalized in order to use the same amount of DNA in 
each sample. A ddRad-seq protocol was used to prepare libraries for Illumina sequencing. We chose 
ddRAD-seq for genotyping over other multi-locus sequencing techniques, such as whole-genome 
sequencing, because of the relatively high coverage per locus that can be achieved for a lower price in 
a large number of individuals. This technique allowed us to obtain a genome-wide estimation of 
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genetic differences among sibling cultures. It also allowed us to identify rare alleles that can only be 
detected with a deep coverage. In addition, a previous study using ddRAD-seq obtained results on 
genetic polymorphism in R. irregularis that were consistent with another independent sequencing 
technique, namely amplicon sequencing (Wyss et al. 2016), thus confirming the reliability of the 
ddRAD-seq protocol.  
The libraries were sequenced using Illumina Hi-Seq 100nt paired-end technology. We first processed 
the raw reads with Tagcleaner-0.14 to trim the Illumina adapters (Schmieder et al. 2010). Quality-
filtering and trimming was carried out using PrinSeq-lite-0.20.4 (Schmieder & Edwards 2011) and the 
reads were then demultiplexed by process_radtags-1.21 from Stacks (Catchen et al. 2011). We used 
the aligner Novoalign-3.02 to align the sequence reads against the reference assembly (DAOM 
197198) of a single nucleus of R. irregularis, N6 (Lin et al. 2014). The size of this assembly is 115 Mb 
and comprises 12567 scaffolds, N50 = 20776. In addition, we also mapped the reads against the 
Rhiir2 assembly, an unpublished improved assembly constructed from sequences originating from 
spores and mycelia of DAOM 197198. This assembly spanned 137 Mb in 1123 scaffolds, N50 = 
336373 (F. Martin, personal communication). Samtools-1.2 (Li et al. 2009) was first used to record 
sequences with a minimum mapping quality of 30, then we used it to extract the count of number of 
reads per allele per site sequenced. We then used Popoolation2-1201 (Kofler et al. 2011) in order to 
obtain a ‘.sync’ file of the different read counts per samples. Interspersed repeats were identified with 
RepeatModeler Open-1.0/RepeatMasker open-3.0 (Smith et al. 2010) and multiple copy sites were 
identified with homology-based method as described in Wyss et al.. Coding regions were defined with 
the ab initio predictor GeneMark-ES (Ter-Hovhannisyan et al. 2008). We filtered the data by selecting 
only sites that displayed a minimum coverage per site of 10×, minimum allele coverage of 6× and 
alleles with frequencies greater or equal to 0.1. Because of the low quality of sequences obtained from 
DNA of 3 single-spore cultures of isolate B4, 3 out of the 9 single-spore cultures were excluded from 
the analysis. 
 
Phenotypic measurements 
We measured spore production in each replicate of 9 single-spore siblings of isolate B4 after 6 months 
of growth. To do this, we took photographs of 6 areas of 2 cm2 in the hyphal compartment of each in 
vitro culture using a Leica stereoscope (MZ125) with a camera attached. An automated measurement 
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of spore production was then made for each image with the open source software ImageJ (Abràmoff 
et al. 2004). In addition, we developed a method to detect whether the spores were clustered together 
or if they were regularly spaced, using the R package Spatstat (Baddeley & Turner 2005). To do this, 
we measured the spatial organisation of the spores produced by the different single-spore siblings by 
measuring the nearest distance to spores from random points chosen within each image. 
 
Statistical analysis 
We conducted two types of analysis of genetic polymorphism depending on the nature of the genetic 
data. First, we conducted a qualitative analysis that used the allele identity to distinguish whether 
qualitative differences in the presence or absence of alleles occurred among the siblings. Second, we 
conducted a quantitative analysis to test for differences in allele frequencies among the siblings. In 
order to qualitatively assess differences among siblings, we calculated a genome-wide pairwise 
fixation index FST. We calculated the genome-wide FST differentiation among different pairs of single-
spore siblings with the software Popoolation2 (Kofler et al. 2011). The FST metric is a widely used 
metric that allows the measurement of the differentiation among populations (Wright 1951; Nei 1973). 
The values of FST range from 0 to 1, where a value close to 0 means that there is no genetic 
differentiation among the single-spore siblings, and a value higher than 0.2 means that some degree 
of differentiation exists among siblings. 
 
For the quantitative analyses, we used Samtools and Popoolation2 to extract allele counts. Then we 
selected the sites that displayed more than one allele (poly-allelic sites) among all the replicates and 
proceeded to measure the allele frequencies at each site in each sibling. We only selected the sites 
that displayed more than one allele and where there were no missing data among replicates. We then 
performed three independent statistical tests on the data at each site. First, we tested whether 
differences existed in allele frequency among the three replicates of each single-spore culture with the 
Fisher exact test (FET). We then selected the sites that did not display differences in allele 
frequencies among replicates. We compared the single-spore siblings in pairwise comparisons to 
detect statistical differences between each pair of single-spore siblings with the Cochran-Mantel-
Haenszel test (CMH). The CMH test was used to test the independence of two variables, while 
controlling for repetitive measurements. Here, we were interested in the potential difference in allele 
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counts between pairs of single-spore siblings. The test analysed whether differences in counts (in this 
case allele frequencies) existed among single-spore cultures, by comparing counts at a given site of 
one replicate chosen from each treatment. The test was then repeated successively for each possible 
pair of replicates giving a final probability of whether the allele frequencies at each site were different 
between single-spore cultures. In this analysis, we split the sites that were tested into different 
categories, according to whether they were predicted as single-copy or multiple-copy positions and if 
they were predicted as being in coding or in non-coding regions. We also kept sites in a separate 
category if they could not be assigned to any of the above categories. We repeated this analysis for 
each pairwise comparison among the single-spore siblings of isolate B4 and among single-spore 
siblings of isolate DAOM 197198 separately. In total, this gave 15 pairwise comparisons among 
single-spore siblings of isolate B4 and 3 pairwise comparisons among single-spore siblings of DAOM 
198198. Therefore, we used an analysis where we were able to measure the total number of sites at 
which we saw significant differences in at least one pair of single-spore siblings. Then, we also 
calculated the average number of sites that displayed differences in allele frequency between any 
given pair of single-spore siblings. Finally, we plotted the allele frequency distribution of poly-allelic 
sites by randomly choosing one of the alleles per site to calculate its frequency. 
 
In order to test whether there were differences in phenotypic measurements between the single-spore 
siblings of isolate B4, we used a mixed generalised linear model with the R Package Lme4 (Bates et 
al. 2012). The model took into account the Petri dish as a random effect. Significant differences 
among single-spore cultures were tested by comparison of the model to the null model (Single-spore 
culture + random factor (Petri dish)) to the null model (1 + random factor (Petri dish)). All the graphical 
outputs were made with the open source software R (R 2016). 
 
Results 
Sequence data  
Using the ddRAD-seq data and the two different DAOM 197198 assemblies to align sequence reads, 
we observed that on average there were 11% fewer reads that mapped uniquely to the unpublished 
Rhiir2 genome assembly compared to the N6 assembly. On average, the total level of within-fungus 
polymorphism found in isolate B4 with the N6 assembly was 3.60 poly-allelic sites/kb. This value was 
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1.79 poly-allelic sites/kb when we used the Rhiir2 assembly. The average estimation of polymorphism 
in DAOM 197198 when mapped to N6 was 1.66 poly-allelic sites/kb. When mapped to the Rhiir2 
assembly, it was 0.64 poly-allelic sites/kb (electronic supplementary material, table S1). We also 
observed that the level of polymorphism was lower in DAOM 197198 compared to B4. This was in 
accordance with previous observations (Wyss et al. 2016). Data generated from replicates of each 
single-spore culture were very similar, indicating a high reliability of the dataset. On average, 91% of 
sites exhibited no difference in allele frequency among replicates of each single-spore culture, as 
tested by the Fisher exact test (electronic supplementary material, table S2). More information about 
coverage of the different replicates of each single-spore culture can be found in the supplementary 
material (electronic supplementary material, figure S2). 
 
Qualitative analysis of genetic polymorphism 
There were very few sites (less than 0.05%) among the single-spore cultures that displayed an FST 
value greater than 0.2. The average genome-wide FST between pairs of cultures was below 0.015, 
confirming that there was no significant qualitative genetic differentiation among the single-spore 
siblings of isolate B4 (electronic supplementary material, table S3). A similar lack of qualitative genetic 
differentiation among single-spore siblings was observed in DAOM 197198 (electronic supplementary 
material, table S4). 
 
Quantitative analysis of genetic polymorphism 
In order to see the global extent of sites that displayed differences in allele frequency among the B4 
siblings and among the DAOM 197198 siblings, we measured the total number of sites at which we 
saw significant differences between at least one pair of isolates out of the total pairwise comparisons. 
When the N6 genome assembly was used to align reads, we observed that 33.26 % out of 5261 sites 
in B4 and 13.35% out of 3251 sites in DAOM 197198 displayed differences in allele frequency 
between at least two single-spore siblings (table 1; results from alignment to the N6 assembly). We 
observed that 32.27% of single-copy sites in B4 and 15.93% of single-copy sites in DAOM 197198 
differed significantly in allele frequency. In multiple-copy sites, results were similar, where 33.76% of 
sites in B4 and 12.09% of sites in DAOM 197198 displayed significant differences in allele frequency 
(table 1; results from alignment to N6 assembly).  We found similar values of differences in allele 
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frequencies in sites that did not have a copy number prediction (neither classifiable as single or 
multiple-copy; electronic supplementary material, table S5). Despite the fact that the number of sites 
analysed differed according to the assembly used for mapping reads, the percentage of sites that 
differed in allele frequency for the different classes were remarkably consistent between the two 
genome assemblies (table 1).  
 
 
		 		 ISOLATE	B4	 		 		 		 		
ISOLATE	
DAOM	197198		 		 		
	
All	categories	 Single-copy		 Multiple-copy	 All	categories	 Single-copy	 Multiple-copy	
	
N6	 Rhiir2	 N6	 Rhiir2	 N6	 Rhiir2	 N6	 Rhiir2	 N6	 Rhiir2	 N6	 Rhiir2	
Total	number	of	sites		 5261	 3554	 1751	 1865	 3510	 1689	 3251	 1492	 1067	 734	 2184	 758	
Number	of	significant	sites	
(p-value	>	0.05)	
1750	 1060	 565	 545	 1185	 515	 434	 223	 170	 147	 264	 76	
%	significant	sites	 33.26%	 29.83%	 32.27%	 29.22%	 33.76%	 30.49%	 13.35%	 14.95%	 15.93%	 20.03%	 12.09%	 10.03%	
		 		 		 		 		
	
		 		 		 		 		
	
		
Number	of	coding	sites	 2967	 2016	 850	 920	 2117	 1096	 1870	 945	 530	 430	 1340	 515	
Number	of	significantly	
different	coding	sites	(p-
value	>0.05)	
1026	 665	 267	 322	 759	 343	 259	 147	 78	 87	 181	 60	
%	significant	coding	sites	 34.58%	 32.99%	 31.41%	 35.00%	 35.85%	 31.30%	 13.85%	 15.56%	 14.72%	 20.23%	 13.51%	 11.65%	
		 		 		 		 		
	
		 		 		 		 		
	
		
Number	of	non-coding	sites		 2294	 1538	 901	 945	 1393	 593	 1381	 547	 537	 304	 844	 243	
Significantly	different	non-
coding	sites	(p-value	>0.05)	
724	 395	 298	 223	 426	 172	 175	 76	 92	 60	 83	 16	
%	significant	non-coding	
sites	
31.56%	 25.68%	 33.07%	 23.60%	 30.58%	 29.01%	 12.67%	 13.89%	 17.13%	 19.74%	 9.83%	 6.58%	
Table 1. Global summary of sites that were tested for differences in allele frequenca in all pairwise comparisons among single-
spore cultures of R. irregularis, isolates B4 (n=15) and DAOM 197198 (n=3). Values represent the number of sites that 
displayed quantitative genetic differences in allele frequencies among the single-spore siblings. For each comparison we 
independently used the sequencing reads aligned to the N6 and Rhiir2 genome assemblies. The contingency table contains 
information about the number of sites analysed and the number of significant differences in allele frequency (CMH test). The 
table shows the sites analysed in 4 categories (coding, non-coding, single-copy and multiple-copy).  
 
 
The sites that significantly differed in allele frequencies among single-spore siblings were not 
restricted to a specific region of the genome. The sites that differed in allele frequencies in B4 were 
located on 50.83% of the tested scaffolds. In isolate DAOM 197198 the sites that differed in allele 
frequency were located in 23.86 % of the tested scaffolds (electronic supplementary material, table 
S6; results from alignment to N6 assembly).  
 
When we looked at the average number of sites that displayed significant differences in allele 
frequency between a given pair of siblings, we observed that 6.79% of sites in B4 and 6.56% of sites 
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in DAOM 197198 displayed significant differences in allele frequency among any two single-spore 
siblings (table 2; results from alignment to the N6 assembly). On average, in single-copy sites, we 
detected 6.06% of sites in B4 and 7.96% of sites in DAOM 197198 that differed in allele frequency 
among single-spore siblings (table 2; results from alignment to N6 assembly).  Similar results were 
found when using the Rhiir2 assembly (table 2). We observed that some pairs of cultures displayed a 
lower number of sites that displayed differences in allele frequency (e.g. B4 pair of cultures ssc5-ssc6: 
2.78% of sites; DAOM 197198 pairs ssc2-ssc3: 4.45% of sites) compared to other pairs where the 
number of sites was higher (e.g. B4 pair of cultures ssc1-ssc5: 11.12% of sites; DAOM 197198 pairs 
ssc1-ssc2: 7.63% of sites; electronic supplementary material, tables S7 and S8; results from 
alignment to N6 assembly).   
  
	
Isolate	 B4	(n=15)	
DAOM	197198	
(n=3)	
	
Reference	assembly	 N6	 Rhiir2	 N6	 Rhiir2	
Single-copy	
Total	 1201.13	 1284.00	 850.00	 628.67	
Significant	 72.40	 66.47	 67.67	 66.67	
%	 6.06%	 5.11%	 7.96%	 10.57%	
		
	
		 		 		 		
Multiple-copy	
Total	 2489.40	 1124.27	 1758.67	 596.00	
Significant	 166.00	 71.60	 104.33	 29.67	
%	 6.66%	 6.32%	 5.92%	 4.98%	
		
	
		 		 		 		
No	prediction	
Total	 950.53	 401.13	 629.33	 167.67	
Significant	 77.33	 26.00	 41.00	 11.00	
%	 8.12%	 6.38%	 6.51%	 6.58%	
		
	
		 		 		 		
Total	
Total	 4641.07	 2809.40	 3238.00	 1392.33	
Significant	 315.73	 164.07	 213.00	 107.33	
%	 6.79%	 5.78%	 6.56%	 7.71%	
Table 2. Mean results of the pairwise comparisons of quantitative genetic differences in allele frequencies between any pair of 
single-spore cultures of isolate B4 (n=15) and DAOM 197198 (n=3). For each comparison we used the data aligned to the N6 
and Rhiir2 genome assembly independently. We reported the total number of sites tested and the number of sites showing 
significant differences in allele frequency (CMH test). All these values were calculated for: Single-copy sites, multiple-copy sites, 
sites that did not have any prediction regarding the number of copies, and the total number of sites tested. 
 
Finally, the allele frequency distribution plots showed that isolates B4 and DAOM 197198 displayed a 
uni-modal distribution with a peak in frequencies where alleles are present in a 50:50 proportion 
(figure 2; electronic supplementary material, figure S3) 
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Figure 2. Allele frequency distribution plot of poly-allelic sites in isolates (a) B4 and (b) DAOM 197198. In grey, data aligned to 
N6 assembly. In black, data aligned to the Rhiir2 assembly. Each figure shows the first replicate of one of the single-spore 
cultures of each isolate. For the other figures showing all replicates of each isolate, see electronic supplementary material, 
figure S3. 
 
Phenotypic differences among single-spore siblings of isolate B4 
The number of spores produced differed significantly among the single-spore siblings (generalised 
linear mixed model (GLMM): Single-spore effect vs. NULL model: χ2 = 32551, df = 8, p < 0.001; figure 
3). In addition, the spatial organization was significantly different among the single-spore siblings with 
some cultures exhibiting a more regular spatial distribution than others (GLMM): Single-spore effect 
vs. NULL model: χ2 = 1273, df = 8, p < 0.001; electronic supplementary material, figure S4) 
 
   
Figure 3. Spore production of 9 single-spore sibling 
cultures of R. irregularis, isolate B4. For each single-spore 
sibling culture, 6 different areas of 2 cm2 on three different 
Petri dishes were used for spore counts. Mean value per 
single-spore culture and standard deviation are shown in 
the figure.	
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Discussion 
 In this study, we observed genetic variation produced among clonal single-spore siblings of the R. 
irregularis isolates B4 and DAOM 197198 after a single generation. We did not observe any significant 
qualitative genetic changes, but we observed significant quantitative genetic changes among single-
spore siblings. We also observed that quantitative genetic differences among siblings occurred in 
coding and non-coding regions, and were randomly distributed across the genome rather than being 
clustered in a single region of the genome. We observed that the use of a different reference 
assembly did not influence the detection of allele frequency differences among single-spore siblings. 
Finally, we observed that the clonal single-spore siblings of isolate B4 displayed phenotypic 
differences after a single generation, demonstrating that within-fungus genetic polymorphism could 
have important consequences for the biology of AMF and their interaction with host plants. 
 
Compared to other studies using similar experimental designs, our study contains novel features that 
describe the inheritance of genetic variation in clonal offspring in a more extensive way. First, we used 
a reliable multi-locus genotyping approach that was consistent among biological replicates (electronic 
supplementary material, table S2). Second, we included true replication for each of the single-spore 
cultures allowing statistical tests, thereby, controlling for false-positives. Third, we achieved a high 
coverage per site, giving us high confidence for allele identification. Finally, we aligned the sequence 
data to two different genome assemblies of isolate DAOM 197198 that allowed us to control for a 
possible bias caused by the quality of the reference assembly. 
  
We detected quantitative genetic variation among siblings. Consequently, scenarios 1 (homokaryosis) 
and 2 (heterokaryosis with nuclei inherited in equal frequencies) cannot explain the observed data. We 
also exclude scenario 3 (loss of given nuclear genotypes during spore formation) because we did not 
find evidence of qualitative genetic differences among the siblings. However, we cannot discard 
scenario 4 because we observed quantitative genetic differences among the siblings. 
 
Given that R. irregularis is considered haploid, the changes in allele frequency in single-copy sites in 
DAOM 197198 suggest that more than one type of nuclear genotype should coexist in this isolate. 
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However, in the analysis of the data for isolate B4, we may have overestimated the number of single-
copy sites. We used the closely related isolate DAOM 197198 as the reference genome assembly to 
predict single-copy and multiple-copy sites in B4. These sites classified, as single-copy in B4 because 
they were defined as single-copy in the DAOM 197198 genome, could potentially be multiple-copy in 
isolate B4. Thus variation at a number of these sites could potentially represent CNV. Therefore, CNV 
could be an alternative hypothesis to explain the differences in allele frequency between the single-
spore siblings in B4 (scenario 4b). In DAOM 197198, the prediction of single-copy and multiple-copy 
sites is much more accurate because we mapped the reads to the reference assembly of the same 
isolate. In this isolate, there were still a significant number of single-copy sites that displayed 
differences in allele frequencies among single-spore siblings. This was confirmed by using the greatly 
improved assembly Rhiir2. Hence, the results from the DAOM 197198 sequence data suggest that 
CNV polymorphism could be one source of variation as we observed differences in allele frequencies 
at multiple-copy sites (scenario 4b). In this case significant differences in allele frequencies among the 
siblings cannot easily be explained unless CNV occurs among nuclei. However, heterokaryosis is the 
most likely hypothesis to explain the differences in allele frequencies in single-copy sites in DAOM 
197198 (scenario 4a). This was supported by the 50:50 ratio peak found in the allele frequency 
distribution observed with data aligned to the two assemblies (N6 and Rhiir2) that suggest that at least 
2 dominant nucleotypes exist in these isolates. 
 
We observed changes in allele frequencies between single-spore siblings in coding regions, 
suggesting that these changes could potentially have functional consequences. We also found that the 
genetically different siblings displayed significantly different phenotypes; a feature that would not be 
expected if progeny arising from one parent were genetically identical. As the single-spore siblings 
were cultured in the same controlled environment, it is likely that the phenotypic polymorphism 
observed is due to genetic variation in the siblings. 
 
In nature, genetic variation in clonal organisms has been reported in different organisms such as 
aphids (Vorburger 2006), plants (Ellstrand & Roose 1987), and Daphnia (Hebert et al. 1989), among 
others. In R. irregularis, the coexistence of at least 18 clonal genotypes in a single agricultural field 
has been reported (Croll et al. 2008). Hence, harbouring genetic variation from different nuclei, copy 
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number polymorphisms and somatic mutations could be possible sources of variation that can lead to 
the differentiation of different clonal genotypes in R. irregularis in the nature. 
 
In conclusion, in this study we highlighted two mechanisms by which R. irregularis, a clonal organism, 
generates genetic and phenotypic variation in a single generation from asexual spores. These results 
are evolutionarily and ecologically relevant for three reasons: First, the production of genetic variation 
from asexual spores will allow the siblings to possess a certain degree of polymorphism that could 
make the population more resilient against stochastic processes. Second, the fact of possessing 
different nuclei opens a new range of questions, such as understanding mechanisms of cooperation or 
competition between the nuclei, as well as whether there is genetic exchange between them. Third, as 
AMF are strict endosymbionts of plant roots, genetically variable asexual offspring could interact 
differently with host plants, influence the outcome of the symbiosis (Angelard et al. 2010), and thus 
impact plant ecology (van der Heijden et al. 2003, 2015). As a consequence, the quantitative analysis 
of genotypic polymorphism should be considered of vital importance when analysing the genetic 
polymorphism and its ecological and evolutionary consequences in arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi. 
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Abstract 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) are important because of the large impact they have on plant 
growth. However, understanding how these fungi affect plant growth has been difficult because of the 
genetic complexity of these fungi. Data from a population of Rhizophagus irregularis show that genetic 
variation in the fungus occurs concurrently with variation in fungal phenotypic traits and in how plants 
grow. However, it has never been tested whether this genetic polymorphism is responsible for the 
phenotypic variation observed between isolates. 
  
In order to test if genetically similar isolates of R. irregularis display similar phenotypes and similar 
plant responses, we analysed a population of R. irregularis that was isolated from an agricultural field 
in Switzerland. First, we characterized the phenotype of these isolates by measuring different traits 
such as spore production and mycelium density. Then, we inoculated cassava (Manihot esculenta) 
plants with each isolate and we measured the phenotypic response of these plants. 
  
We observed that genetically similar isolates, displayed significantly similar spore production. In 
addition, we observed that plants inoculated with similar isolates displayed a significantly similar dry-
weight compared to more distant isolates. Our results provide the first demonstrated link between 
genetic variation in the fungus, their phenotypic variation and plant growth response. This is an 
essential link to establish in our ultimate goal to use genetic variation in AMF to improve plant growth. 
 
Introduction 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi are plant endosymbionts that provide nutrients to the plant in exchange 
for plant carbohydrates (Smith & Read 2008). This means that these fungi can be used in agriculture 
to promote crop growth. Recently, it has been shown that AMF can enhance the productivity of 
cassava (Manihot esculenta). Previous studies show that cassava is a crop that displays a high 
response to AMF (Sieverding, 1985). Furthermore, in general terms, the outcome of the response of 
the host plant to AMF depends on the soil composition (Zaller et al. 2011), the identity of the AMF and 
the host identity (Helgason et al. 2002; Klironomos 2003). 
Despite the multiple factors influencing the plant response to AMF inoculation, then plant responses 
could be predicted by taking into account the phylogenetic inertia of the AMF fungi and the host plant. 
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All living species have a common ancestor, and by consequence more related species generally 
display more similar traits. Trait conservatism can influence ecological and evolutionary processes and 
can be a tool to predict the behaviour or niche use of similar species (Gilbert & Parker 2016). The 
phylogenetic signal describes, the trait conservatism within related species. This has been shown in 
plant pathogens where genetically related species have similar impacts on the host plant (Gilbert et al. 
2015). Furthermore, similar pathogens can have similar host ranges, as the likelihood of a pathogen to 
infect two plant species decreases with the phylogenetic distance between these two plants (Gilbert & 
Webb 2007). Therefore, the detection of a phylogenetic signal between AMF genetic variation and 
plant growth could as well exist. 
 
It has been shown that similar AMF species within the Glomeromycota phylum display similar 
colonization levels of the host plant, confirming that complex traits as colonization of an endosymbiotic 
fungus are conserved within families (Powell et al. 2009). Within the Glomeromycota phylum the 
species Rhizophagus irregularis has been well studied and reported to display a high among-isolates 
genetic polymorphism (Wyss et al. 2016), high phenotypic diversity (Koch et al. 2004) and differential 
effects on the host plant ( Koch et al., 2006; Angelard et al., 2010). The previous features, means that 
R. irregularis could be a good candidate to detect intra-species trait conservatism. In this case, such a 
test would be highly relevant because a causality link between the R. irregularis genetic variation and 
the plant growth response to R. irregularis has never been proved.  
 
In addition to among isolates genetic variation in R. irregularis, within fungus genetic variation has 
been reported in this species (Wyss et al. 2016). It has been shown that phenotypically distinct R. 
irregularis siblings derived from the same parental isolate, displayed genetic differences in allele 
frequencies (Angelard et al. 2010; Ehinger et al. 2012; Mateus-Gonzalez et al. Chapter 1 ). The 
genetic differences in terms of allele frequency could be the result of segregation of different nuclei 
into newly produced asexual spores (Mateus-Gonzalez et al. chapter 1). Thereby, the multinucleated 
status of AMF describes the within-isolate genetic polymorphism of R. irregularis isolates. In 
consequence, the within-isolate genetic polymorphism could also be influenced by the genetic 
relationship between these fungi and their quantitative traits or effects on plant growth. 
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The high genetic diversity found in this species allows us to test whether if there is conservatism of 
phenotypic traits at the intra-species level. In addition, we also tested if there is conservatism in the 
plant response to AMF. In order to investigate this, we grew different isolates of R. irregularis in Petri 
dishes to measure different phenotypic measurements. In parallel we inoculated clones of the cassava 
cultivar NGA-16 with different isolates of this fungus and then measured the growth response of these 
plants to the different AMF isolates. We used SNP data on a population of R. irregularis (Wyss et al. 
2016) to construct the genetic relationship between the different isolates. Finally, we used two metrics 
that describe the genetic relationships between the isolates to calculate the phylogenetic signal of 
fungal traits and plant response to R. irregularis. The first metric used describes the among-isolates 
genetic polymorphism (presence/absence of SNP) (Wyss et al. 2016). The second metric describes 
the genetic differences and similarities among AMF isolates based on the within isolate genetic 
polymorphism, more precisely in allele frequencies. These two metrics were used in order to infer the 
genetic relationship between the isolates and calculate the phylogenetic signal of fungal and plant 
response traits. 
 
Materials and methods 
Fungal growth 
We used several R. irregularis isolates (A4, A5, B3, B4, B10, B15, C1, C2, C4, D1 & D4), which are 
representative of different genetic clusters reported in an R. irregularis population (Croll et al. 2008). 
We grew the isolates in split-plates Petri dishes (St-Arnaud et al. 1996) in association with Ri T-DNA 
transformed carrot roots (Bécard & Fortin 1988). We phenotypically characterized five replicates of the 
different isolates with the same methodology as in the chapter 1 of this thesis (Mateus-gonzalez et al., 
2016 Chapter 1). We measured the spore production of each sample after 6 months of growth. To do 
this, we took photographs of 6 areas of 2cm2 in the fungal compartment of each in-vitro culture with 
the camera device (DFC290) of a Leica stereoscope (MZ125). An automated measurement of spore 
production was then made for each image with the open source software ImageJ (Abràmoff et al. 
2004). In addition, we measured the spatial distribution of spores in the Petri dish. We measured 
whether the spores were clustered together or if they were produced in a more regular distribution, 
using the R package Spatstat (Baddeley & Turner, 2005; CHAPTER 1). To do this, we measured the 
spatial organisation of the spores produced by the different single-spore siblings by measuring the 
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nearest distance to the spores from random points chosen within each image. We also measured the 
hyphae produced by counting the number of hyphae that crossed two transects of 1.44 cm length. We 
took 5 independent pictures for each dish to take this measurement. 
 
Plant responses to inoculation with different AMF isolates 
We propagated in-vitro the cassava variety NGA-16. The plantlets were grown in a growth chamber 
(25°C, 14 hours light, 90% RH) in essay tubes on MS medium for 1 month. Then, we placed the 
seedlings in a steam sterilized (180° 25-min) soil substrate (Klassman seedling substrate:perlite 1:1). 
After 1 month of growth ex-vitro, we transferred the plantlets to the final steam sterilised (120° 40 min 
2x) substrate (Klassman substrate 4:sand:clay:perlite (4:2:1:1). The plants were then kept in the 
greenhouse at conditions of 28°C, 16 hours light, 70% RH. 
We inoculated each plant with 300 spores of the R. irregularis isolates (A3, B4, B10, C1, C2, C3, C4, 
C5, D1, D4, G1). We produced 15 replicates for each treatment. The plants were harvested after 8 
months of growth. We measured the height and dry weight of aboveground and belowground parts of 
the plants. Dry weight was obtained after the plants were dried at 72°C for 6 days.   
 
Root colonization  
Root colonization was determined using at least 10 replicates of each treatment by the grid line 
intersect method (Giovannetti & Mosse 1980), after clearing roots with 10% KOH for 4 hours, acidified 
with HCl (1%) during 5 minutes and staining with trypan blue (0.10% in a lactic acid-glycerol solution) 
overnight.  
Genetic relatedness among AMF isolates 
We used published SNP data on a population of R. irregularis (Wyss et al. 2016) and unpublished 
SNP data obtained from other R. irregularis isolates issued by the same methodology developed by 
Wyss et al., to construct the genetic relationship among the different isolates.  
A traditional genetic relatedness analysis (comparing presence/absence of SNP’s) that describe the 
among-isolate genetic polymorphism, of the Tänikon population was done using the same methods as 
in Wyss et al.. 
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We also calculated an alternative metric of genetic relatedness among isolates by using the 
information of the within-isolate genetic polymorphism, as described by comparing the allele 
frequencies of sites displaying more than one allele between two pairs of isolates. To do this, we 
selected sites that displayed more than one allele. We then calculated allele frequencies per site. We 
applied a Fisher exact test for each pair of isolates in order to see, if at a given site, there were 
differences in allele frequency between the two given isolates. We then calculated a value of 
relatedness between two isolates by measuring how many sites differed in allele frequency out of the 
total number of sites tested. This allowed us to perform pairwise comparisons on the isolates and 
describe the genetic relatedness among the isolates in terms of their differences in within-isolate 
genetic polymorphism as measured by differences in allele frequency changes. Then for the two 
different genetic relatedness analyses, we calculated Euclidean distances among the different isolates 
and performed a hierarchical clustering with the complete linkage method, to obtain dendrograms of 
the R. irregularis isolates genetic relationships. 
 
Dendrogram comparison 
We used the R packages ‘ape’  (Paradis et al. 2004) and ‘dendextend’ (Galili 2015) to compare the 
dendrograms obtained by the two different methods. We computed a Mantel test in order to test if 
there was a correlation between the two dissimilarity matrices.  
 
Statistical differences between treatments 
We used a generalized linear mixed-effect model analysis (Bates et al. 2012) and the non-parametric 
Kruskal-Wallis test in order to see whether the fungal phenotypic measurements were significantly 
different among the fungal isolates. We used a mixed-model with the block factor as random in order 
to test whether the plants inoculated with different isolates grew significantly different.  
 
Phenotypic traits phylogenetic signal 
We used the R package ‘phylosignal’ (Keck et al. 2016a) in order to test whether there was a 
phylogenetic signal in the R. irregularis phenotype and in the response of the host plant to AMF. We 
calculated two different phylogenetic signal metrics; Abouheif’s Cmean (Abouheif 1999) and Moran’s I 
(Moran 1948). These two methods are not based on an evolutionary model and use an autocorrelation 
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approach (Münkemüller et al. 2012). We calculated the phylogenetic signal metrics to the quantitative 
fungal traits (Spore production, Extra-radical mycelia and spore clustering) and the plant growth 
response to AMF (Height, Aboveground dry-weight, belowground dry-weight). We performed these 
analyses using the two different genetic relatedness measurements calculated.  
 
Results 
We observed significant phenotypic differences among the different R. irregularis isolates on the spore 
production, production of extra-radical mycelia and spore clustering measurements (Table 1a). 
Notably, isolates A4 and C4 produced half of the amount of spores produced by isolate C2 (Figure 1). 
 
(a)	
	
Glmer(poisson): Full model: X ~treatment + (1|dish):  
	
	 	
Null model:  X ~ 1 + (1|dish):  
	 	 	
	 	
Chisq		 df	 p-value	
	 	 	
	
Spore	production	 41141	 10	 <	0.001	
	 	 	
	
Extra	radical	
mycelia	 1114	 10	 <	0.001	
	 	 	
	 	
Kruskal-Wallis: X ~ treatment 
	 	 	
	
Spore	clustering	 100	 10	 <	0.001	
	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	(b)	
	
Glmer(binomial): Full model: X ~treatment:  
	
	 	
Null model:  X ~ 1  
	 	 	 	
	 	
Res.deviation	 df	
null	
res.dev	 df	
df	model	-
null	 p-value	
	
Fungal	colonization	 560	 126	 829	 136	 10	 <0.0001	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	(c)	
	
Model:	X	~	Treatment	+(1|	Block)	
	 	
	 	
numDF	 denDF	 F-value	
p-
value	
	 	
	
Height	 10	 139	 3	 0.0082	
	 	
	
Aboveground	DW	 10	 139	 2	 0.0174	
	 	
	
Underground	DW	 10	 139	 3	 0.0005	
	 	
	
Total	DW	 10	 139	 4	 0.0003	
	 	Table 1. (a) Statistical analysis of the fungal phenotypic measurements among the isolates. (b) Statistical analysis of the fungal 
colonization on plant roots. (c) Statistical analysis of the host response to AMF.  
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Figure 1. Mean spore production, extra-radical mycelia production and spore clustering next to the dendrogram based on the 
genetic divergence among different R. irregularis isolates. The trait values are centred (value – mean).  
We observed that there was a significant difference in the colonization rate among the different 
isolates in cassava roots (Table 1b), where isolates C3 and C4 colonized 27 % less the plant roots 
compared to isolate C1 (Figure 2). In addition, we observed that the R. irregularis isolates induced 
significantly different plant growth responses. Plant height, aboveground and belowground dry weight 
and total dry weight, significantly differed among plants inoculated with the different fungi (Table 1c). 
Remarkably, the inoculation with the isolate C2 increased by 40 % the plant dry weight compared to 
plants inoculated with isolates B10 and D1 (Figure 2).  
We constructed two dendrograms: a dendrogram based in differences in the presence/absence of 
alleles among the R. irregularis isolates and a dendrogram based on pairwise allele frequency 
differences between all the fungal isolates. We observed that the dendrogram based on the within-
isolate genetic polymorphism was not significantly different from the traditional dendrogram based on 
the differences in presence/absence of alleles among the fungal isolates (Supplementary Figure 1).  
We then tested if there was a significant phylogenetic signal in the fungal growth traits and the plant 
response to the different fungi. The two different phylogenetic signal statistics supported the 
hypothesis that genetically more related isolates displayed more similar spore production and spore 
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clustering (Figure 1, Table 2a). This was not the case for the extra-radical mycelia (Figure 1, Table 
2a).  
(a) 
   
(b) 
   
 	 	 	  
Statistic 
  
 
Statistics 
    
Cmean I 
  
Cmean I 
 
Fungal colonization 0.269 0.26 
 
Spore production 0.377 0.45 
 
Height 0.272 0.121 
 
Extra radical mycelia 0.123 0.127 
 
Aboveground DW 0.272 0.118 
 
Spore clustering 0.393 0.44 
 
Belowground DW 0.526 0.37 
     
Total DW 0.534 0.375 
 	 	 	     
 
p-value 
   
p-value 
  
  
Cmean I 
  
Cmean I 
 
Spore production 0.0167 0.0031 
 
Fungal colonization 0.0564 0.056 
 
Extra radical mycelia 0.1122 0.0817 
 
Height 0.0495 0.1146 
 
Spore clustering 0.0115 0.0038 
 
Aboveground DW 0.0461 0.1321 
     
Belowground DW 0.0032 0.0191 
	 	 	 	  
Total DW 0.0015 0.0158 
Table 2. (a) Phylogenetic signal of fungal traits. (b) Phylogenetic signal of fungal colonization and plant response to the 
mycorrhizal fungus. Summary statistic of Abouheif’s Cmean and Moran’s I. Metrics statistics (above) and significance (p-value) 
are shown.  
 
There was no significant phylogenetic signal in the roots colonization by the fungal isolates (Figure 2, 
Table 2b), however the p-values at 0.05 suggest that there was a weak trend of an effect in this 
measurement. We observed a significant phylogenetic signal in the plant height, belowground dry 
weight and total dry weight of the host plant (Figure 2, Table2b). This result is supported for the two 
different statistics defining the phylogenetic signal (Table 2b).  These results were consistent but less 
significant when we used the genetic information of the within-isolates genetic polymorphism on allele 
frequency changes to estimate the relationship between the traits and the genetic relatedness of the 
isolates (Supplementary Figure 2).  
Discussion 
In this study we found that the different R. irregularis isolates differed in their spore production, 
production of extra-radical mycelia and spore clustering. We also observed that they differed in their 
colonization inside cassava roots. We also observed that cassava displayed significantly different 
growth responses to the R. irregularis isolates. We found that there was a high correlation among the 
genetic relatedness of the R. irregularis population measured in terms of presence/absence of 
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mutations (between-isolates polymorphism), and the measurement of genetic relatedness made with 
the allele frequency changes (within-isolates polymorphism).  
 
Figure 2. Representation of fungal traits (fungal colonization) and plant traits (height, aboveground dry weight, belowground dry 
weight and total dry weight) along with the dendrogram based on the genetic divergence among different R. irregularis isolates. 
The trait values are centred (value – mean).  
 
We found that fungal traits such as spore-production and spore clustering displayed a phylogenetic 
signal. Finally, we found a phylogenetic signal between the R. irregularis genetic variation and the host 
plant response to R. irregularis.  
 
The phylogenetic signal observed in the fungal phenotype and host plant response, could be also the 
result of the effect of other confounding factors such as: 1) a genetic bottleneck resulting from the 
selection of a single-spore, which was then used to start the initial in-vitro cultures and 2) the identity 
of the initial host-plant used as primary trap-culture for these isolates. However, Koch et al. 2004, 
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showed that the initial genetic drift resulting from the selection of single-spores to start in-vitro cultures 
could not explain the genotypic and phenotypic diversity of the population. Moreover, although the 
initial trap-cultures influenced the frequency of genotypes that could be isolated from the field (Croll et 
al. 2008), there is no explicit evidence that there is a correlation of the initial trap-culture and the three 
genetic clades obtained by the multi-locus genotyping ddRad-seq (Supplementary figure 3).  
 
We observed a strong correlation between the genetic relatedness among-isolates and the genetic 
relatedness among isolates based in the within-isolates genetic polymorphism.  The changes in allele 
frequency between isolates is a genetic measurement taking into account, only changes in frequency 
between sites which have more than one allele. Different isolates of R. irregularis have been shown by 
means of flow cytometry to be haploid (Sedzielewska et al. 2011; Ropars et al. 2016). Hence, changes 
in allele frequency in sites that display more than one allele on haploid organism, describes the within-
isolate genetic polymorphism of the multinucleated fungus (Mateus-Gonzalez et al. chapter 1). We 
then observed that genetically more related isolates, display also more similar levels of within-isolates 
genetic polymorphism. This suggest that the divergence of the within-isolate polymorphism measured 
in terms of changes in allele-frequency between isolates, is the result of the evolutionary differentiation 
between the different isolates. 
 
We observed that genetically similar isolates displayed similar phenotypes. However, evolutionary 
processes such as local adaptation could affect the phenotypic traits of species. All the isolates tested 
in this study, except DAOM197198, originated from one agricultural field in Tänikon (Switzerland) that 
was part of a long-term experiment to study the impact of tillage in agriculture. There is the possibility 
that the different isolates adapted specifically to fields were tillage was used or not as an agricultural 
practice and the result that we observed in this study could be the consequence of the adaptation to 
these environments. However, the genotypic and phenotypic diversity observed in the R. irregularis 
population could not be explained by this long-term agricultural practice (Koch et al. 2004).  
 
It has been shown, that the use of a commercial R. irregularis isolate to inoculate globally important 
crops like cassava, could reduce the need to apply phosphate fertilizer to agricultural soils and still 
obtain the same amount of production at harvest (Ceballos et al. 2013). To date, research in AMF has 
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found that genetic variation in AMF occurs concomitantly with phenotypic variation in the host plant 
(Koch et al. 2006). This study is the first time where a causality link is demonstrated between the 
genetic variation in R. irregularis and the plant growth response to R. irregularis. Because of the 
causality link found in this study between the genotype of the fungus and the plant growth response, 
we could expect that similar isolates of this R. irregularis strain could produce similar effects on the 
host plant on similar conditions. Finally, these results open a new series of possibilities to improve 
crop growth by screening representative AMF species or isolates within a clade, instead of testing 
isolates without taking into account their phylogenetic information.  
 
Conclusion 
In this study we reported a link between the fungus genetic variation, phenotypic variation and the 
variation of the host response of an AMF population. The use of molecular tools to infer the 
relationships between different taxa, coupled with well phenotyping of the symbiotic fungus and the 
host plant response, could help to unravel the relationships between genotypes and phenotypes on 
the AMF-plant system. Furthermore, similar approaches using the phylogenetic signal could be 
performed, in order to determine if there is a link between the presence of different taxa on different 
biotic or abiotic conditions. 
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Abstract 
The symbiosis between 74% of plants species and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi is probably the 
commonest plant-microbe association on earth1. These fungi impact plant growth and are a major 
driver of plant diversity and productivity2,3. All globally important crops form this symbiosis. Because of 
their potential to improve food security4 there is enormous interest in understanding which genes are 
involved in the symbiosis. Forward genetics approaches allowed the identification of a “mycorrhizal 
toolkit”, common to most plants5–7. This approach is largely limited to discovering individual plant 
genes necessary for the establishment of the symbiosis. We obtained a wider picture of the molecular 
mechanisms of an established functioning symbiosis by looking how the intra-specific variability of 
both partners affected the gene-transcription of the other partner. We conducted large-scale RNA 
sequencing in different cassava (Manihot esculenta) cultivars inoculated with genetically different 
isolates of the mycorrhizal fungus Rhizophagus irregularis. We observed several cassava genes that 
were significantly differentially transcribed among the plants inoculated with different fungal isolates. 
We also observed a large number of fungal genes that were significantly differentially transcribed 
among the fungus coexisting with different cassava cultivars. While the expected regulation in the 
common mycorrhizal toolkit occurred, a surprisingly large number of genes from both partners, 1634 
and 1807 from cassava and R. irregularis, respectively, were significantly influenced by the type of 
plant and type of fungus. Clustering genes into co-expression networks, based on their transcription 
patterns, revealed 317 R. irregularis and 120 cassava ‘key genes’ that displayed either a positive or 
negative interaction with genes of the same or the partner organism, allowing us to describe important 
gene-functions.  We showed several cassava and R. irregularis genes involved in the cell organization 
inside the roots which transcription was highly correlated. Furthermore, we identified R. irregularis and 
cassava genes which transcription was highly correlated with fungal colonization. Our study reveals 
that both plant and fungal genetic variation plays a strong role in the shaping of the mycorrhizal 
transcriptome and shows that such approaches are necessary in uncovering the molecular 
mechanisms of this globally important plant-microbe symbiosis. 
Identification of genes involved in the symbiosis has largely relied on forward genetics, using plant 
mutants in which colonization by the fungus is disrupted. These studies were mostly conducted at very 
early stages of the association, usually up to 21 days following inoculation, even though the 
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association exists during the complete lifetime of the plant8. This approach has uncovered plant genes 
that are crucial for the development of the fungus inside the plant; the so-called “mycorrhizal toolkit”. 
These genes are highly conserved throughout much of the plant kingdom9. Very few fungal genes 
involved in the symbiosis have been discovered10–12. The lack of a reliable transformation system for 
the fungus has made the discovery of fungal genes in this symbiosis extremely challenging. The 
forward genetics approach is limited in that because it relies on identifying the cause of a clear 
qualitative phenotype and has been restricted the investigation of a small number of genes in the 
symbiosis that essentially determine whether or not a symbiosis between the partners will be 
established; usually on the basis of arrested fungal development. Genes from the two partners are 
involved in an established functioning symbiosis beyond these early stages, and how they interact, 
have not been deeply investigated. This is necessary because the beneficial outcome of the 
association for the plant is not a foregone conclusion just because the fungus becomes established. 
Plant species vary enormously in their growth response to a given AMF taxa3, but also the growth 
response of one plant species varies enormously according to the identity of the AMF taxa, with many 
interactions being negative13,14. Presumably, in such interactions the ‘toolkit’ of mycorrhizal genes is 
also switched on. Even different sibling fungi of the same AMF parent can lead to enormous variation 
in plant growth15. These studies indicate that underneath an overlying “mycorrhizal toolkit” that 
determines whether the symbiosis will be established, there must be also an important transcription 
variation of different co-regulated genes in the plant and the fungus that allows a variable plant growth 
response to the fungus and vice versa. Such interactions have never been investigated at the whole 
transcriptome level. Given that the overriding interest in the symbiosis is due to the capability of the 
fungus to greatly improve plant growth, the lack of knowledge about these genes and their interactions 
represents a lacuna in our much-needed understanding of the molecular genetics of this symbiosis.  
We sequenced RNA transcripts from the roots of five genetically diverse cassava cultivars (CM6438-
14, COL2215, BRA337, CM4574-7, CM523-7), each inoculated with one of two genetically different 
isolates of the mycorrhizal fungus Rhizophagus irregularis (isolate DAOM197198 and B1) or mock-
inoculated (Extended Data Figure 1; Supplementary Table 1). We chose cassava because it is a 
globally important crop species that feeds almost 1 billion people daily16. Significant yield increases 
have been shown in numerous field trials in response to AMF inoculation, including R. irregularis4,17. 
The fungus significantly differentially colonized the cassava cultivars (Extended Data Figure 2a; 
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Supplementary Table 2a). Height, aboveground, tuberized roots, belowground and total dry weight 
varied significantly at least in one cultivar between a mycorrhizal and non-mycorrhizal plant. (Extended 
Data Figure 2b-g; Supplementary Table 2b-g).  Because of the use of the natural variation of cassava 
and AMF in the experimental design of this study, we had a diverse dataset for identifying plant and 
fungal transcripts that were significantly up- and down-regulated in symbioses that differed in benefit. 
This allowed us, to separately test and quantify, the contribution of the plant and fungal genetic 
background to gene transcription in the symbiosis and to show gene co-expression networks between 
the plant and the fungal partner, while reducing the need to rely strongly on fold-change values. 
 
Figure 1. Variation in cassava and R. irregularis gene transcription accruing to plant cultivar and AMF isolate. a) Number of 
genes transcripts. Cassava genes are reported in green, while R. irregularis genes are reported in red. b) Log2Fold-change 
transcription between plants inoculated with DAOM197198 and B1 for each cassava cultivar. Genes where log2fold-change 
values higher to 2 are reported. Genes (columns) and fold-change by cassava cultivar (rows) are clustered by similarities in their 
fold-change. c) Log2fold-change transcription between R. irregularis isolates DAOM197198 and B1 for each cassava cultivar. 
Genes where log2Fold-change values higher to 4 are reported. Genes (columns) and fold-change by cassava cultivar (rows) 
are clustered by similarities in their fold-change.  
 
A large number of gene transcripts were recovered from the five cassava cultivars, representing 69% 
of the total predicted gene number18 (Figure 1a). The transcription of 8559 cassava genes differed 
significantly among the genetically different cassava cultivars but was not affected by the mycorrhizal 
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symbiosis (Figure 1a; Supplementary Table 3a). Another 450 cassava genes were differentially 
transcribed only among the three mycorrhizal treatments but not affected by different cassava cultivars 
(Figure 1a; Supplementary Table 3b). Only a very small number of cassava genes (71) were 
differentially transcribed between plants inoculated with the two different fungal isolates and that also 
showed consistent transcription patterns across all five cassava cultivars (Figure 1a; Supplementary 
Table 3b). In contrast, the transcription of a surprisingly large number of cassava genes (1184) was 
significantly affected by the genetic identity of both the plant and the mycorrhizal fungus (Figure 1a; 
Supplementary Table 3c). Some cassava genes displaying large fold changes in transcription (35 
genes) between the two fungi, were affected by the identity of the host plant cultivar (Figure 1b; 
Supplementary Table 3d). We also tested whether expected homologs of several genes that are 
known to be up- or down-regulated in Medicago trunculata19 in reponse to inoculation (part of the 
“mycorrhizal toolkit”) were also affected by the three inoculation treatments. Out of 12 cassava 
homologs, of genes known to be up- or down-regulated in the mycorrhizal symbiosis at 21 days after 
inoculation, we found significant differential transcription in ten of the genes when comparing all 
cassava cultivars inoculated with AMF compared to the mock inoculated plants (Figure 2; 
Supplementary Table 4). The number of different cassava gene transcripts did not differ significantly 
among the mycorrhizal treatments, neither among the cassava cultivars (Extended Data Figures 3a-c), 
indicating that the dataset was reliable for detecting true transcriptional differences.  
 
FIGURE 2. Log2-counts per million in sequenced samples (columns) on orthologs of different genes known to be involved in the 
arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis (rows), that were present in this study. Genes where chosen from Hogekamp & Küster, 2013 
(Supplementary table 4).  We clustered the samples by their similarities in log2-counts per million in each gene. We also 
clustered the genes by their similarity in transcription across samples. 
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The 7840 recovered fungal gene transcripts represented 49% of the total predicted gene number20 
(Figure 1a). Very few fungal transcripts were recovered from samples that were mock inoculated 
(Extended Figure 3a-c). Genetic variation among the cassava cultivars had a strong effect on fungal 
gene transcription, where 1247 fungal genes were differentially transcribed (Figure 1a; Supplementary 
Table 5a). Differential transcription of 688 fungal genes occurred between the two fungal isolates 
irrespective of the cassava cultivar (Figure 1a; Supplementary Table 5b). However, a substantial 
number of fungal genes (560 genes) display a strong interaction effect, were differentially transcribed 
due to both the fungal isolate and the cassava cultivar (Figure 1a; Supplementary Table 5c). As with 
the cassava genes, a substantial number of the fungal genes (269 genes) showed large fold changes 
in transcription between the two fungi but their expression was strongly influenced by the cassava 
cultivar (Figure 1c; Supplementary Table 5d).  
Taking these results together, we show that genes are expressed in the symbiosis, and whether they 
are up- or down-regulated is highly dependent on both the plant and fungal genetic identity. We 
observed that cassava gene expression response to the two fungal isolates varied mainly in functional 
processes such as signalling, processes involving the cell wall and proteolysis (Extended Data Figure 
4a). Furthermore, variation in fungal gene transcription between the fungal isolates DAOM17198 and 
B1 was mainly in functional processes related to auxin hormones, signalling, MAPK, proteolysis and 
the production of secondary metabolites (Extended Data Figure 4b). Remarkably, we found that the 
plant transcriptional response to the fungal isolates was not identical between the cultivars but 
dependant on the identity of the cassava cultivar (i.e. abiotic-stress processes displayed a high fold-
change in cultivar COL2215 and CM523-7, but low differences in cultivar CM4574-7; Extended Data 
Figure 4a). We found the same pattern in fungal transcription, when looking at differences in gene 
transcription between isolates DAOM197198 and B1 on the different host plants.  
No studies have recovered both plant and mycorrhizal fungal transcripts on the arbuscular mycorrhizal 
symbiosis and looked for a correlation in their transcription between the two organisms. Recovering 
cassava and fungal genes a substantial proportion of which varied greatly in transcription levels 
among both the different plant and fungal treatments, provided us with an ideal dataset to investigate if 
there were correlations in transcription between the plant and the fungal genes or if the transcription of 
fungal or plant genes was correlated to the plant phenotype. Clustering the genes into cassava gene 
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modules and fungal gene modules, using a gene co-expression network approach21, allowed us to 
identify 9 and 20 modules respectively of co-transcribed genes, respectively (Extended Figure 5ab; 
Supplementary Table 6ab). Significant correlations occurred between a large number of the modules, 
where 8 out of the 9 cassava modules and 10 out of the 20 fungal modules were linked to at least one 
module of the other partner species (Extended Data Figure 5c; Figure 3a). We did not consider 
interactions between modules of the same species. To confirm that the modules were biologically 
meaningful, we randomly attribute the genes in the data set to the cassava and fungal modules. We 
applied the gene co-expression network approach to the modules containing random allocated genes. 
We observed that random cassava and fungal modules containing 100 random genes corresponded 
to no significant GO terms for both random modules (Extended Data Figure 6a). This random dataset 
yielded zero connections among the plant and fungal modules (Extended Data Figure 6a). This 
indicated that the observed gene co-expression network was unlikely to have occurred by chance. We 
then, applied the gene co-expression network approach to the 8 cassava and 10 fungal correlated 
modules. We found ‘key genes’ that were highly representative of the modules and highly correlated to 
the counterpart module (120 cassava genes and 317 R. irregularis genes; Supplementary Table 6cd). 
This information allowed us to disentangle the gene-gene interactions between fungal and plants 
genes. 
We constructed correlograms that allow us to detect how genes involved in different functions were 
correlated to genes within the same organism, and to genes in the partner organism. As an example 
for the analysis of this data, in the R. irregularis ‘key genes’ dataset we found 10 fungal genes 
involved in the secretory pathway (KEL1-like, Arrestin, Bph1p, Sfb3p, Srp102p, ADP-ribosylation 
factor 5A and 6, Tim17p, Ntf2p and a Cysteine and glycine-rich protein) that reveal at least two major 
functions based in the correlogram to other fungal and plant genes (Figure 3c; Supplementary Table 
6cd). In addition, we showed how these gene could have antagonistic functions (i.e. fungal genes 
involved in the secretory pathway: Ntf2p, ADP-ribosylation factor 5A, 6 and Tim17p were positively 
correlated to two fungal ABC transporters and negatively correlated to important plant genes such as 
phosphate transporters and two sucrose synthases. On the other hand fungal genes KEL1-like, 
Arrestin, Bph1p and Sfb3p display an opposite strong correlation to the previous fungal and plant 
genes; see Supplementary Table 7 for the correlogram analysis on fungal and plant functions).  
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FIGURE 3. Gene co-expression network analysis. a) Network of R. irregularis and cassava modules. Correlated modules 
between the fungal and plant host are linked. Dark red circles represent R. irregularis modules. Grey circles represent cassava 
modules. The size of the circles is proportional of the number of genes contained in each module. Name of modules refer to 
modules colors identified in Extended Figure 5. b) Example of pairwise comparison between a fungal and a cassava gene. We 
characterized the genes inside each module by two measurements: i) connectivity of each gene (x-axis), which represents how 
a gene is connected to the other genes inside the module. The higher the value, the most representative this gene is inside the 
module. ii) correlation of each gene to the partner organism correlated module (y-axis). We selected the 10 % top genes 
(quantile 0.9) that display the higher connectivity value and a correlation score higher than the absolute value of 0.8, to analyse 
in downstream statistical analysis. All the module pairwise comparisons resulted in a dataset of ‘key genes’: 317 R. irregularis 
and 120 cassava genes that were highly connected within each module and highly correlated to the partner organism. c) i) 
Correlogram of R. irregularis genes involved in the secretory pathway correlated to a random sampling within the 120 cassava 
key genes. Each square represents the correlation coefficient between the gene in row and the gene in column. Genes in rows 
and columns were clustered by there similarity in their correlation coefficient. ii) Correlogram of R. irregularis genes involved in 
the secretory pathway correlated to a random sampling within the 317 R. irregularis key genes. Each square represents the 
correlation coefficient between the gene in row and the gene in column. Genes in rows and columns were clustered by there 
similarity in their correlation coefficient. d) i) R. irregularis and cassava genes involved in cell organisation. We show per 
organism and per module, the genes involved in cell organisation that we found that were highly correlated to the partner 
organism. ii) Correlogram of the R. irregularis and cassava genes involved in cell organisation. Genes in rows and columns 
were clustered by similarities in their correlation coefficient. The information of genes and function of the ‘key genes’ is found in 
Supplementary Table 6.  
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We found that fungal and plant ‘key genes’ issued from correlated modules between cassava and R. 
irregularis, involved in the cell organisation function, were highly positively correlated Figure3d; 
Supplementary Table 6d). As expected there is a coordinated re-organisation of the cytoskeleton of 
both partners showed by how actin and myosin related genes from both organism were highly 
positively correlated. Note that expected biological events were detected as we observed a strong 
positive correlation between actin and myosin involved genes, and a strong negative correlation 
between actin involved genes and an actin depolymerisation factor (Figure 3d). 
We applied the same methodology to detect genes which transcription was correlated to the fungal 
colonization and the host plant growth. Despite that we found one cassava and one R. irregularis 
module that correlate to plant growth traits, we did not observed genes that highly correlates to the 
plant growth traits. However, we observed that two R. irregularis modules and one cassava module 
strongly correlates with fungal colonization. This analysis showed that fungal genes involved in cell 
organisation, a chitin synthase, a monoterpene hydrolase and a major facilitator superfamily 
transporter among others, and plant genes such as sucrose synthase and malate deshydrogenase 
could be involved in the fungal colonization of plant roots.  
The methodology in this study allowed us to discriminate between different functions of fungal and 
plant genes. It also allowed us to found biological relevant processes of the mycorrhizal symbiosis. 
Finally, it allowed us to propose candidate plant and fungal genes that could be responsible of the 
fungal colonization of plant roots, demonstrating the power of the gene co-expression network 
analysis in the study of the mechanism of the arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis. 
 
Plants become mycorrhizal a few days after their roots enter the soil and remain in the association 
their entire lives. However, almost all the genes we know of that are involved in the symbiosis are only 
important in the first few days of the interaction; mostly acting as part of a switch allowing the 
symbiosis to become established. The importance of the symbiosis, however, stems from the fact that 
the fungi have the capacity to potentially make plants grow better over their lifetime and we already 
know that this varies greatly according to the plant species and identity of the fungus3. We show that 
after these switches have occurred, the majority of genes and how both partners transcribe them is 
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highly dependent on the combination of plant and fungal genetics. Approximately 225000 different 
plant species form this symbiosis1 and yet we show that an enormous amount of variation in gene 
transcription in this symbiosis is affected by genetic variation within one plant and one fungal species 
and how they interact together. The fact that such a large number of genes in the plant respond in a 
completely different way according to which fungus occupies their roots, and that the effect can be 
completely inversed due to the genetic identity of the plant, tells us that simple one plant – one fungus 
comparisons to a non-mycorrhizal control (a situation which essentially doesn’t occur in nature), or the 
use of mutants with arrested development of the symbiosis are not going to enable researchers tease 
apart which genes are important and responsible for the improved plant growth capabilities afforded 
by this symbiosis. Had only one cassava and one AMF fungal then been chosen for this work then we 
would likely wrongly categorise given differentially transcribed genes into those that are up-regulated 
by the AM symbiosis and those that are down-regulated. In reality, even within the same species, the 
change in gene transcription of one gene could be in the opposite direction or the gene might simply 
not be affected at all when taking into account plant or fungal genetics. Given the high variation in the 
plant and fungus can lead to different plant growth responses to the symbiosis, such variation should 
be embraced by researchers as a tool. Combined with quantitative genetic techniques, such variation 
is an extremely powerful tool for resolving how variation in plant or fungal genomes results in a highly 
beneficial symbiosis; which surely should be one of the most important goals in research on this 
symbiosis.  
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Methods 
Plant material and growth conditions  
We used five different cassava (Manihot esculenta Crantz) cultivars (V1:CM6438-14, V4:COL2215, 
V5:BRA337, V6:CM4574-7, V8:CM523-7) obtained from CIAT. We micro-propagated the in vitro 
plants using cuttings from lateral and apical meristems of approximately 1 cm long. Explants were 
grown on MS medium with 14 h long daylight per day (light intensity 100 μE.m-
2
s-
1
) at 25°c in a culture 
chamber (Sanyo MLR-351 H). After 8 weeks of growth, plants were hardened off in greenhouse 
conditions (28°C, 16 h daylight and 70% RH) for four weeks. The hardening substrate was an 
autoclaved mixture of perlite and peat moss (1:1). Hardened plants were transplanted to final steam 
sterilized (100°C, 25 min) substrate; composed by perlite, moss peat, inert clay and sand (1:1:1:1) 
(v/v). After inoculation plants were grown in greenhouse conditions with enough irrigation during 18 
weeks. We disposed the plants in a randomised block design in the greenhouse, where each block 
contained one replicate of the different treatments. Additionally, we randomised the position of the 
blocks every 4 weeks in order to avoid block effects. 
AMF inoculation  
We used R. irregularis isolates DAOM-197198 (originally collected in Pont Rouge, Canada) and 
isolate B1 (originally collected in Tänikon, Switzerland) to inoculate the plants. Individual spores from 
in-vitro culture split-plates were extracted by dissolving the agar in a solution of citric acid (6%), and 
passed through a sieve (30 microns). We then inoculated the plants with 300 spores of isolate DAOM-
197198, 300 spores of isolate B1, and distilled water for the non-mycorrhizal plants. The inoculation 
was made diluting the spores in 10 ml of distillate water, and applying it directly to the root zone.  
Phenotypic measures  
After 18 weeks, plant height was measured. We then collected and dried the plants for eight days at 
72°C. Dry weight was measured for the shoots, the tuberous roots and the fine roots separately.  
Root colonization measurements 
We randomly select some fine roots to measure the colonization by AMF. We cleared the roots with 
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10% KOH for 4 hrs, acidified them with HCl (1%) during 5 minutes and stained them with trypan blue 
(0.10% in a lactic acid-glycerol solution) overnight. Root colonization was determined using 10 
replicates of each treatment by the grid line intersect method (Giovannetti & Mosse 1980). 
RNA extraction, library preparation and sequencing  
We sequenced 3 replicates of each treatment of each cultivar. Approximately 150 mg of fine roots 
were randomly collected. The RNA was extracted from the root tissue using the Maxwell plant RNA kit 
(Promega). We used the TruSeq Stranded mRNA Library Prep Kit, set B to make the libraries 
preparation. The libraries were sequenced using illumina Hi-seq 100nt paired-end technology. In all 
the steps of the RNA extraction, library preparation and sequencing, we randomized the samples in 
order to avoid batch effects at these steps. 
Bioinformatic analysis  
We processed the raw reads with the script Tagcleaner.pl to trim Illumina adapters (Schmieder et al. 
2010). Reads were quality-filtered and trimmed using PrinSeq- lite.pl version 0.20.4 (Schmieder & 
Edwards 2011). Low quality 3’-ends were trimmed and reads containing uncalled bases (N) removed. 
Only reads longer than 50 bp were kept for further analyses.  
To obtain the cassava and R. irregularis data sets separately, we aligned the total reads to the 
Manihot esculenta reference genome (M. esculenta V6.1, Phytozome V11) with a two-pass method 
with the STARstatic 2.4.0 aligner (Dobin et al. 2013). Then, for the cassava dataset, we extracted the 
aligned reads with samtools (Li et al. 2009) (bam2fq option). For the R. irregularis dataset, we ensured 
that the sequence reads were not from cassava by using only the unmapped reads to the cassava 
reference genome. By doing this, we obtained two separate datasets for cassava and for R. 
irregularis. We then, used the pseudo aligner kallisto (Bray et al. 2016) in order to produce count 
tables of the number of counts per transcript per sample. For cassava we used the online gene 
prediction produced for Mesculenta_V6.1. For R. irregularis, we produced a gene prediction of the 
reference genome N6 (Lin et al. 2014) with Augustus (see Gene prediction on R. irregularis). 
Gene co-expression networks between cassava and AMF and the plant phenotype 
We used a weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) (Langfelder & Horvath 2008) in 
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order to create modules (cluster of similar expressed genes) of cassava and R. irregularis. For 
cassava we used the genes that were significantly differently expressed between the AMF treatments 
and the non-mycorrhizal treatment. For R. irregularis we selected all the genes expressed in the 
experiment. For Both organisms we used the default WGCNA ‘step-by-step network construction’ 
analysis. We first calculated the adjacencies between genes and constructed a topological overlap 
matrix. We then produced a hierarchical clustering tree with the dissimilarity of the topological overlap 
matrix and we selected the modules by using the dynamic three cut standard method. Finally, we 
merged similar modules by calculating the module eigengenes, clustering them and assigning a 
distance threshold. The parameters used were soft-power of 12 and minimum module size of 50 
genes. We merged the modules with a Distance threshold cut of 0.1. 
We associated the modules between the two organisms by correlating the cassava modules 
eigengenes against the R. irregularis modules eigengenes using the default WGCNA ‘relating 
modules to external information’ analysis. We calculated the gene significance for each gene to the 
correspondent correlated module (Ex: gene1-cassava vs. module1- R. irregularis) and we calculated 
the module membership of each gene to each module. We used this information in order to obtain the 
‘top genes’ of a module (the genes that are the mostly correlated to the other organism modules (top 
10% quantile) and that display a high module membership (>0.8)).  For further investigations on the 
correlated genes between cassava and R. irregularis, we selected the modules that displayed a high 
correlation with a p-value < 0.001 between the two organisms. This cut-off threshold was chosen 
because when doing pairwise comparison between the cassava and R. irregularis modules (180 
comparisons) with a probability of 0.05 we could expect to found by chance 9 correlated modules. By 
choosing a cut-off of 0.001 we could expect by chance only 0.18 correlated modules. 
We also performed the same analysis as before (‘relating modules to external information’) to 
correlate the cassava and R. irregularis modules to the plant phenotype. We conserved the same 
parameters and threshold cut-off for these comparisons. 
 
Gene Prediction on R. irregularis  
Prediction of protein coding genes was performed with the ab initio gene prediction tool Augustus 
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based on hidden Markov model. Augustus was trained based on a dataset of Aspegillus proteins. The 
dataset of Aspegillus proteins was generated by retrieving proteins reviewed by Swiss-prot from 
www.uniprot.org. Scipio (Keller et al. 2008) and BLAT (Kent 2002) were used to align the Aspergillus 
proteins on the N6 genome and to define the gene structure.  
The structure of the genes was used to train and optimize Augustus following Augustus instructions 
(http://www.molecularevolution.org/molevolfiles/exercises/augustus/training.html). We generated hints 
for Augustus predictions from DAOM197198 RNA-seq data using STAR aligner and cufflinks. 
Augustus predictions with hints were performed on the repeat-masked N6 genome using the trained 
parameters for the species.  
Go terms, functional classification, pathway diagrams and Blastp 
We obtained the GO terms correspondent to each predicted genes of both organisms using the 
Blast2GO tool with standard parameters (Götz et al. 2008). Blast was run against the NCBI-NR 
sequence database. We then used the R package ‘GOSeq’ to conduct the GO term enrichment 
analysis (Young et al. 2010). To detect which biological processes are the more representative in each 
module, we took as universe all the sequenced genes and perform the enrichment analysis on all the 
genes contained in the module. 
We classified each gene into a functional category by using the Mercator sequence annotation tool 
(http://www.plabipd.de/portal/mercator-sequence-annotation) with the default parameters adding 
Interpro scan, ORYZA and CHLAMY parameters. The different pathways diagrams were made using 
MapMan 3.5.1R2 (Thimm et al. 2004) providing the functional classification obtained by the Mercator 
sequence annotation. We provided an experimental dataset to MapMan obtained by selecting the 
logFC of the significantly differently expressed genes between the conditions. In order to confirm the 
protein resulting for each gene, we performed a Blastp query to the non-redundant protein sequence 
(nr) database (NCBI).	
Phenotypic measurements 
We used a binomial generalized linear model for the analysis of the fine roots colonization 
measurement. For all the other phenotypic variables, we used a mixed model including the block as a 
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random effect and tested the significance of the fixed effect of the cassava cultivar, the AMF treatment 
and their interaction. 
Differential expression analysis 
After the normalization by transcript length done by kallisto, we worked at the gene-level by using the 
tximport R function (Soneson et al. 2015). We then transform the raw data into a DGElist object (edge 
R package) (Robinson et al. 2009). We proceed to filter the genes that contained less than 100 counts 
for at least 3 samples and normalize the samples by the library size using the calcNormFactors 
function (edge R package). We proceeded to transform the count data to logCPM and estimate the 
mean-variance relationship using the voom function (limma R package) (Smith 2005). Finally, we used 
the lmFit, ebayes and topTable functions (limma package) to fit a linear model, compute the statistics 
for differential expression and extract the differentially expressed genes (DEG) between the 
treatments.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Staining of cassava roots inoculated with R. irregularis 
                                                                   Jeremy Bonvin 
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Abstract 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) are soil microorganisms that can associate with ~74% of land 
plants and can enhance plants nutrients uptake. Many studies have attempted to understand the 
effect of AMF on plant growth, but their set-up mostly involved one plant – one fungus experimental 
designs. In natural conditions, the plants are colonized by more than one AMF. Therefore, it is 
important to understand how AMF coexist in the roots and what is their combined effect on the host 
plant. 
In this experiment we performed RNA-seq to test if the host intra-species variability has an effect on 
the coexistence of two R. irregularis isolates. For this, we used two R. irregularis Isolates co-
inoculated and single-inoculated in three different cassava cultivars.   
We showed that the host-plant intra-specific variability influenced the coexistence of two R. irregularis 
isolates and that the coexistence of both isolates differently affected the different host plants. We also 
observed a conserved mycorrhizal gene-set on cassava. We observed that the two R. irregularis 
isolates possess a different repertoire of transcribed genes. Finally, we observed three R. irregularis 
genes that were probably related to the direct interaction between these two isolates.  
 
We demonstrated a strong role of both the fungal and host plant intra-species variability on the 
coexistence of two R. irregularis isolates, and their effect on the host plant. This study suggests that 
both fungal and host genetic variability should be comprised in the study of the AMF-plant symbiosis. 
Finally, we showed that a MATA-HMG gene is only activated in the presence of a second isolate 
suggesting that there is probably recognition and mating between the two isolates. 
 
Introduction 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) are soil microorganisms that are present worldwide (Davison et al. 
2015). These fungi are root endosymbionts that can associate with ~74% of land plants and can 
enhance plants nutrients uptake (Smith & Read 2008). It has been shown that AMF can impact plant 
growth (Koch et al. 2006) and plant community diversity (Heijden et al. 1998). Recently, AMF have 
been used in agriculture to enhance crop yield (Ceballos et al. 2013), demonstrating their potential to 
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be used as a non-chemical fertilizer. Many studies have attempted to understand the effect of AMF on 
plant growth, but their set-up mostly involved one plant – one fungus experimental designs. In natural 
conditions, the plants are colonized by more than one AMF. Therefore, it is important to understand 
how AMF coexist in the roots and what is their combined effect if compared to when they colonize 
independently the host plant.  
Nevertheless, a few studies have addressed whether co-inoculation by two different AMF species has 
a bigger impact on plant growth compared to single-inoculations. Co-inoculation of two AMF species 
can: (1) enhance plant growth compared to the single-inoculations as in the case of Andropogon 
gerardii (Gustafson & Casper 2006), (2) decrease plant growth as seen in Persea Americana mill (Violi 
et al. 2007), or (3) not affect plant grown as observed in Tripleurospermum inodorum and 
Calamagrotis epigejos (Janoušková et al. 2009). These observations suggested, that the outcome of 
the co-inoculations compared to the single-inoculation is variable and dependent on the type of plant 
and fungus used. Furthermore, the host species plays a role in the effect of co-inoculations of different 
AMF species on the host growth. A mix of three different AMF inoculated on Brachipodium pinnatum 
and Prunella vulgaris resulted in a different effect on the biomass of these plants (van der Heijden et 
al. 2003). In addition, different host plants do the symbiosis with different combinations of AMF 
species suggesting a role of plant selectivity, which consequence is that some plant-AMF 
combinations are more likely to occur than others in a certain type of host (Helgason et al. 2002). 
While these studies analysed the role of host inter-species variation in the coexistence of two AMF 
species, the role of the host intra-specific variation in this mediation has never been tested. 
To explain the effect of fungal coexistence on plant growth, it has been suggested that functional 
complementarity and competition between two AMF, could explain the effect of the coexistence of two 
AMF on the host plant (Roger et al. 2013). Extra-radical mycelium of different AMF species can exploit 
different parts of the soil (Jakobsen et al. 1992). Thus, two AMF species can jointly exploit a greater 
soil area compared to a single AMF species, and consequently increase the resources provided to the 
host plant and affecting plant growth. However, species that are in competition for resources can 
reduce resource allocation to the host in order to allocate more energy into competition and by 
consequence negatively affect the host plant growth (Roger et al. 2013).  Furthermore, AMF can 
exchange genetic material between different isolates by anastomosis (Giovannetti et al. 1999). 
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Isolates that ‘cross’, can produce progeny with different phenotypes, and can produce different effect 
on plants (Angelard et al. 2010). Hence, anastomosis is another type of interaction that could occur 
between coexisting AMF isolates within roots and could affect plant growth. 
At the intra-species level, coexistence between two different AMF could be influenced by the genetic 
relatedness of these organisms, where genetically related isolates tend to coexist in more even 
proportions in the plant roots compared to genetically distant isolates (Roger et al. 2013). Hence, the 
genetic relatedness between two co-inoculating isolates could be a driver of plant growth, as 
genetically related isolates have an increased effect on plant growth compared to genetically distant 
isolates (Roger et al. 2013). However, the host plant plays an active role in the coexistence of two 
AMF species because the plant host can mediate their competition by changing carbohydrate supply 
to the different fungi (Pearson et al. 1993; Kiers et al. 2011).  
Understanding the mechanisms that explain the interactions and plant response to the coexistence of 
two fungi is still largely unknown, because of the complexity of measuring fungal metrics in soil and 
inside plant roots. An option to resolve this is to perform next-generation sequencing to produce 
genome-wide gene transcription data (RNA-seq) on the root tissues. RNA-seq is a technique that 
produces large amount of informative data on the organism, allowing the obtention of information 
about both, the fungal and the plant gene-transcription, as long as there is a reference genome for 
both organisms.  Nowadays, we can access several R. irregularis genomes(Tisserant et al. 2013; Lin 
et al. 2014; Ropars et al. 2016), and non-model plant species genomes like cassava (Bredeson et al. 
2016). 
Gene-transcription data has been used to understand the impact of AMF on the host plant, and has 
revealed a ‘mycorrhizal toolkit’ of plant genes activated by AMF (Hogekamp & Küster 2013).  
However, to date, all the experiments in mycorrhizal research involving gene-transcription data used 
the simplistic approach of looking at the effect of one fungus on one plant. Hence, the use of RNA-
seq, to understand which genes are involved in the coexistence of two fungal strains, and their effect 
on plant growth could reveal valuable information of which genes and biological processes are 
involved in this more complex scenario. 
In this experiment, we aimed to understand the coexistence of two different R. irregularis isolates at 
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the phenotypic and gene level and test the role of the host intra-specific variation in the coexistence of 
two R. irregularis isolates. More precisely we asked:  
1) What is the role of the host intra-species variability in the coexistence of two R. irregularis 
isolates? 
2) Do the host plant react differently to the coexistence of two R. irregularis isolates compared to 
when the isolates are single-inoculated? 
3) Do the host plant display a conserved mycorrhizal gene toolkit at the intra-species level? 
4) Do the genetically related R. irregularis isolates display similar gene-repertoires? 
5) Can we detect direct gene-interactions between two genetically related R. irregularis isolates? 
We used three cassava (Manihot esculenta) cultivars, each inoculated with the R. irregularis isolates 
DAOM197198 or B1 or co-inoculated with both isolates. In addition, we used RNA-seq, to highlight 
which genes could be involved in the interaction between both isolates and between cassava and R. 
irregularis. 
 
Methods 
Plant material and growth conditions  
We used three different cassava (Manihot esculenta) cultivars (COL2215, BRA337 and CM4574-7) 
obtained from CIAT. We chose these cultivars because they have already been used in field 
experiments by the lab. We micro-propagated the in-vitro plants using cuttings from lateral and apical 
meristems of approximately 1 cm long. Explants were grown on MS medium with 14 h daylight at 25°c 
in a plant growth chamber (Sanyo MLR-351 H). After 8 weeks of growth, plants were hardened off in 
greenhouse conditions (28°C, 16 h daylight and 70% RH) for four weeks. The hardening substrate 
was an autoclaved mixture of perlite and peat moss (1:1). Hardened plants were transplanted to final 
steam sterilized (100°C, 25 min) substrate; composed by perlite, moss peat, inert clay and sand 
(1:1:1:1) (v/v). After inoculation plants were grown in greenhouse conditions and watered regularly for 
18 weeks. We harvested the plants at 18 weeks of growth because we observed a slowdown of 
growth after 4 months in similar conditions in the past. We positioned the plants in a randomised block 
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design in the greenhouse, where each block contained one replicate of the different treatments. 
Additionally, we randomised the position of the blocks every 4 weeks in order to avoid block effects. 
AMF inoculation  
We used Rhizophagus irregularis isolates DAOM197198 (originally collected in Pont Rouge, Canada) 
and isolate B1 (originally collected in Tänikon, Switzerland; (Jansa et al. 2002)) to inoculate the plants. 
Individual spores from in-vitro culture split-plates were extracted by dissolving the agar in a solution of 
citric acid (6%), and passed through a sieve (30 microns). We then inoculated the plants with 300 
spores of isolate DAOM-197198 or with 300 spores of isolate B1 or with 150 spores of isolate 
DAOM197198 and 150 spores of isolate B1 as a co-inoculation treatment. Non-inoculated control 
plants were given distilled water. The inoculation was made by suspending the spores in 10 ml of 
distilled water, and applying it directly to the roots.  
Plant phenotypic measurements 
After 18 weeks, plant height was measured. We then collected and dried the plants for eight days at 
72°C. Shoots, tuberous roots and fine roots were weighted separately. We randomly select some fine 
roots to measure the colonization by AMF.  Roots were cleared with 10% KOH for 4 hrs, acidified 
them with HCl (1%) during 5 minutes and stained them with trypan blue (0.10% in a lactic acid-glycerol 
solution) overnight. Root colonization was determined on 10 replicates of each treatment using a grid 
line intersect method (Giovannetti & Mosse 1980). 
RNA extraction, library preparation and sequencing  
Approximately 150 mg of fine roots were randomly collected for the RNA extractions. We extracted 
RNA from 3 replicates of each treatment of each cultivar. The RNA was extracted from the root tissue 
using the Maxwell plant RNA kit, Promega. We used the TruSeq Stranded mRNA Library Prep Kit, set 
B to make the library preparation. The libraries were sequenced using illumina Hi-seq 100nt paired-
end technology. In all the steps of the RNA extraction, library preparation and sequencing, we 
randomized the samples in order to avoid batch effects at these steps. Because of low library quality, 
we excluded 1 co-inoculated sample of cultivar CM4574-7, 1 non-inoculated control of cultivar 
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COL2215, 1 sample of cultivar CM4574-7 inoculated with B1 and 1 sample of cultivar COL2215 
inoculated with DAOM197198. 
 
Bioinformatic analysis  
We processed the raw sequence reads with the script Tagcleaner.pl to trim Illumina adapters 
(Schmieder et al. 2010). Reads were quality-filtered and trimmed using PrinSeq- lite.pl version 0.20.4 
(Schmieder & Edwards 2011). Low quality 3’-ends were trimmed and reads containing uncalled bases 
(N) removed. Only reads longer than 50 bp were kept for further analyses.  
To obtain the cassava and AMF data sets separately, we aligned the total reads to the Manihot 
esculenta reference genome (M. esculenta V6.1,Phytozome V11) with a two pass method with the 
STARstatic 2.4.0 alligner (Dobin et al. 2013). Then, for the cassava dataset, we extracted the aligned 
reads with the samtools bam2fq option (Li et al. 2009). For the R. irregularis dataset, we ensured that 
the sequence reads were strictly from AMF and not from cassava by only using the reads that did not 
map to the cassava reference genome. By doing this, we obtained two separate datasets for cassava 
and for R. irregularis. We then, used kallisto (Bray et al. 2016) in order to produce count tables of the 
number of counts per transcript per sample. For cassava we used the gene prediction produced for 
Mesculenta_V.6.1. For R. irregularis, we produced a gene prediction of the reference genome N6 (Lin 
et al. 2014), with Agustus. We used the R. irregularis N6 reference alignment because was the best 
single-nuclei alignment compared to other single-nuclei alignments made in that study (Lin et al. 
2014). 
Gene Prediction on R. irregularis  
Prediction of protein coding genes was performed with the ab initio gene prediction tool Augustus 
based on a hidden Markov model. Augustus was trained based on a dataset of Aspergillus proteins. 
The dataset of Aspergillus proteins was generated by retrieving proteins reviewed by Swiss-Prot from 
www.uniprot.org. Scipio (Keller et al. 2008) and BLAT (Kent 2002) were used to align the Aspergillus 
proteins on the N6 genome and to define the gene structure 
(http://www.molecularevolution.org/molevolfiles/exercises/augustus/scipio.html).  
The structure of the genes was used to train and optimize Augustus following Augustus instructions 
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(http://www.molecularevolution.org/molevolfiles/exercises/augustus/training.html). We generated hints 
for Augustus predictions from DAOM197198 RNA-seq data using STAR aligner and cufflinks (Handa 
et al. 2015). Augustus predictions, with hints, were performed on the repeat-masked N6 genome using 
the trained parameters for the species.  
Functional classification  
Blast was run against the NCBI non-redundant protein sequence database to find gene identity. We 
classified each gene into a functional category by using the Mercator sequence annotation tool 
(http://www.plabipd.de/portal/mercator-sequence-annotation) with the default parameters adding 
Interpro scan, ORYZA and CHLAMY parameters.  
Sequenced sites analysis  
In order to confirm AMF colonization and isolates identity in the samples, we called variants from the 
AMF alignment files. We used Picard tools 1.130 to modify the header and mark the duplicated reads 
of the BAM files. We then, used GATK 3.5 (Auwera et al. 2014) to split and trim the reads that 
contained gaps resulting from splicing events. Lastly, we called variants with Freebayes 0.9.9.2 
(Garrison & Marth 2012), and we used vcffilter to filter the SNP calling with a coverage depth higher 
than 10 and a calling quality higher than 30. Further analysis and figures were made using R (R 2016). 
Statistical analysis on plant growth 
We used a binomial generalized linear model for the analysis of the fine root colonization 
measurement. For all the other phenotypic variables, we used a mixed model including the block as a 
random effect and tested the fixed effect of the cassava cultivar, the AMF treatment and their 
interaction. Post-hoc multiple-comparison tests were made with the lsmeans R package. 
 
Differential transcription analysis 
After the normalization by transcript length performed by kallisto, we worked at the gene-level by using 
the tximport R function (Soneson et al. 2015). We then transformed the raw data into a DGElist object 
(edge R package; Robinson et al., 2009). We proceed to filter the genes that contained less than 100 
counts and normalize the samples by the library size using the calcNormFactors function (edge R 
package). We proceeded to transform the count data to logCPM and estimate the mean-variance 
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relationship using the voom function (limma R package; Smith, 2005). Finally, we used the lmFit, 
ebayes and topTable functions (limma package) to fit a linear model, compute the statistics for 
differential transcription and extract the differentially transcribed genes (DTG) between the treatments.  
 
Results 
Cassava phenotypic response to co-inoculation  
We did not observed any colonization in the non-inoculated samples. We observed a different 
outcome of the effect of the co-inoculation treatment on the different cultivars. There was no significant 
difference in colonization between the single-inoculations and the co-inoculation treatment in the 
cultivar COL2215  (Figure 1a). However in cultivar BRA337, we observed that the co-inoculated 
treatment displayed significantly higher AMF colonization than the plants inoculated with isolate 
DAOM197198 (lsmean: -1.27(0.35), ratio: -3.56, p-val: 0.001; Figure 1a). In addition, we observed that 
CM4574-7 plants that were co-inoculated displayed higher levels of AMF colonization compared to 
single inoculations with B1 or DAOM197198  (B1 vs. co-inoculation: lsmean: -0.75(0.27), ratio: -2.73, 
p-val: 0.017; DAOM197198 vs. co-inoculation: lsmean: -0.75(0.27), ratio: -2.75, p-val: 0.016; Figure 
1a). 
 
Figure 1. a) Percentage root length colonized by R. irregularis in all the inoculated treatments. 
b) Total dry weight of cassava cultivars. For all the measurements we used three different 
mycorrhizal treatment, a non-inoculated treatment and three different cultivars. 
We observed a positive effect of the co-inoculation on the total dry weight of cultivar COL2215 
compared to the non-inoculated control (lsmean: -2.90 (0.87), ratio: -3.309, p-val: 0.006; Figure 1b). 
The dry weight of the co-inoculated BRA337 plants was not different from the non-inoculated 
treatment, but significantly smaller compared to the plants inoculated with isolate DAOM197198 
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(lsmean: 2.44(0.87), ratio: 2.78, p-val: 0.031; Figure 1b). We observed no difference in total dry weight 
of the co-inoculated CM4574-7 plants compared to the other mycorrhizal and non-inoculated 
treatments on the cultivar CM4574-7 (Figure 1b). Other phenotypic variables measured at harvest 
such as height, aboveground dry weight and belowground dry weight support the previous findings of 
a different outcome of the co-inoculation treatment on the different cultivars (Supplementary Figure 1). 
 
RNA-seq data analysis 
The RNA-seq dataset on the cassava roots RNA allowed us to obtain for each sample, gene-
transcription information on the cassava cultivars and the fungus R. irregularis (Supplementary Table 
1). We achieved sequence saturation of the sequencing reaction for genes of both organisms meaning 
that the number of genes found per sample was not increasing significantly with the increase of the 
sequencing effort (Figure 2a-b). In addition, there was no observed mycorrhizal treatment bias on the 
cassava gene-transcription dataset (Figure 2c) or in the R. irregularis gene-transcription dataset 
(Figure 2c). Finally, we observed that 12 homologs of plant genes known to be involved in the 
symbiosis (Hogekamp & Küster 2013) were present and induced as well in our data set (Figure 2d). 
 
Sequenced sites analysis  
We extracted genomic variants for all the R. irregularis samples. The genomic variants found in the 
dataset confirmed that the colonization by AMF occurred in the expected samples.  We observed that 
the non-inoculated treatments displayed very few R. irregularis variants (Figure 2e). We also observed 
that the number of sites did not differ between the R. irregularis treatments (Figure 2f). Finally, we 
observed that the co-inoculated samples displayed a similar proportion of alleles resulting from 
isolates DAOM197198 and B1, which demonstrate that both isolates colonized the roots in all the co-
inoculated samples (Figure 2g). 
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Figure 2. Summary results of the RNA-seq data-set. a,b) Cassava and R. irregularis rarefaction curves shows number of reads 
versus transcripts with more than 100 counts. c,d) Cassava and R. irregularis transcripts with more than 100 counts in the 
different mycorrhizal treatments. e) Heatmap showing the transcription of genes involved in the symbiosis (based on 
Hogekamp, C. & Küster, H. BMC Genomics 14, 306 (2013)). Sequenced sites analysis on R. irregularis samples : f) Number of 
sites with coverage > 10x. per sample. g) number of sites with coverage >10x by mycorrhizal treatment. h) Percentage of sites 
that displayed two alleles in the co-inoculations samples. We selected the sites that displayed a given reference allele for 
DAOM197198 and a SNP on isolate B1, we discarded sites that displayed more than one-allele. To test if the two isolates are 
present and to measure the intensity of the colonization, we look on the co-inoculation samples the percentage of sites that 
displayes both alleles (ref. for DAOM197198 and SNP for B1). V4 refers to cultivar COL2215, V5 refers to cultivar BRA337 and 
V6 refers to cultivar CM4574-7. DAOM refers to isolate DAOM197198, B1 refers to isolate B1, DAOMB1 refers to the co-
inoculation treatments and CTRL refers to the non-inoculated treatment. 
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Cassava gene-transcription response  
The comparison of non-inoculated cassava plants to the mycorrhizal treatments (Isolate 
DAOM197198, B1 and co-inoculation) resulted in 1158 genes that showed significantly different levels 
of transcription (Supplementary Table 2). We observed that the number of genes that significantly 
differ in expression between the non-inoculated plants and all the mycorrhizal treatments was different 
depending on the cultivar identity. From this comparison, we observed in cultivar COL2215 that 252 
differentially transcribed genes were common to all the treatments, but only 36 genes specific to the 
co-inoculation treatment (Supplementary Figure 2a). While the cultivar BRA337 displayed 226 genes 
common to all the treatments and 284 genes specific to the co-inoculation (Supplementary Figure 2b). 
The cultivar CM4574-7 displayed 264 genes common to all the treatments but only 79 genes specific 
to the co-inoculation (Supplementary Figure 2c).   
 
Figure 3. Gene-transcription levels of cassava genes in plants. a) case where non-inoculated plants do not display any 
transcription. b) Genes where the co-inoculation treatments display a higher gene-transcription compared to the single-
inoculations in at least one cultivar. DAOM refers to isolate DAOM197198, B1 refers to isolate B1, DAOMB1 refers to the co-
inoculation treatments and CTRL refers to the non-inoculated treatment. Below each graph there is a summary table of number 
of genes found. Not-transc_CTRL means genes non-transcribed in the control but in mycorrhizal treatments. Diff_2_CTRL 
means genes different between mycorrhizal treatments and the non-inoculated plants. Tot_seq means total number of genes 
sequenced in this experiment. 
 
We found 106 cassava genes, involved in transport, signalling and protein degradation among others 
functions that were only activated in the mycorrhizal treatments and not in the non-inoculated samples 
(Figure 3a, Supplementary Table 3). We also observed that the co-inoculation treatment displayed a 
higher gene-transcription compared to the single-inoculations for 697 genes involved in important 
symbiosis functions as transport of phosphate, nitrate, protein degradation and post-translational 
modification and involved in signalling and in the plant biotic stress (i.e. pathogen-related response) 
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(Figure 3b, Supplementary Table 4). Remarkably, we found this effect only when the host plant was 
cultivar BRA337. On the other cultivars the genes displayed similar or intermediate values to the 
single-inoculations.  
 
Differences in R. irregularis gene-transcription between single-inoculations and the co-inoculation  
We observed that 985 R. irregularis genes were significantly differentially transcribed between the co-
inoculated treatments compared to the single-inoculated treatments (Supplementary Table 5). From 
this set of genes, we observed that there were similar amount of genes differentially transcribed 
between the co-inoculated treatment and isolates DAOM197198 and B1 on cultivar COL2215 
(Supplementary Figure 3a). However, on cultivar BRA337 we observed 3 times more genes 
differentially transcribed between the co-inoculated treatment and isolate DAOM197198 compared to 
the differentially transcribed genes between the co-inoculated treatment and isolate B1 
(Supplementary Figure 3b). On cultivar CM4574-7, we saw 581 differentially transcribed genes 
between the co-inoculated treatment and isolate DAOM 197198 and only one differentially transcribed 
gene between the co-inoculated treatment and isolate B1 (Supplementary Figure 3c).  
 
Figure 4. Gene-transcription of R. irregularis genes in plants inoculated with the mycorrhizal treatments. a) Genes where isolate 
B1 do not display any transcription but isolate DAOM197198 do. b) As opposite, genes where isolate DAOM197198 are not 
active but the same gene on isolate B1 is active. c) Genes where the co-inoculation treatment display a higher transcription 
compared to the single-inoculations in at least one cultivar. DAOM refers to isolate DAOM197198, B1 refers to isolate B1, 
DAOMB1 refers to the co-inoculation treatments. Below each graph there is a summary table of number of genes found. 
Only_in_DAOM means genes non-transcribed in B1 but in DAOM19198. Only_in_B1 means genes non-transcribed in 
DAOM197198 but in B1. Diff_2_coinoc means genes different between single-inoculation treatments and the co-inoculated 
plants. Tot_seq means total number of genes sequenced in this experiment. 
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We observed that each isolate had a different repertoire of transcribed genes, as several genes were 
only transcribed in one isolate and not in the other (For the complete list of genes: Supplementary 
Table 6). We found that isolate DAOM197198 has 116 transcribed genes that were not transcribed in 
isolate B1. As an example, isolate DAOM197198 had transcribed the gene PMC1 involved in calcium 
transport, which is not transcribed in isolate B1 (Figure 4a). On the other hand, we found that isolate 
B1 had 88 transcribed genes that were not transcribed in isolate DAOM19798. As an example, isolate 
B1 has a fungal-cell wall regulatory gene (Mkk1p) transcribed that is not transcribed in isolate 
DAOM197198 (Figure 4b).  For these genes the co-inoculation treatment displayed a lower gene-
transcription compared to the gene transcription of the isolate that displayed the gene transcription 
(Figure 4c, Supplementary Table 7). 
                       
Finally, we found three genes (MATA-HMG, a velvet factor superfamily and Skt5p; Supplementary 
table 8) that displayed a high transcription level in the co-inoculation samples and almost no 
transcription in the single-inoculations (Figure 5). This suggests that these genes should be directly 
involved in the direct interaction and recognition between the two isolates.  
 
Figure 5. Genes where isolates DAOM197198 and B1 single-inoculation treatments do not display any 
gene transcription. For the same gene, the co-inoculation treatments display a high gene-transcription. 
DAOM refers to isolate DAOM197198, B1 refers to isolate B1 & DAOMB1 refers to the co-inoculation 
treatments. 
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Our results showed that the host-plant intra-specific variability influenced the coexistence of two R. 
irregularis isolates and that the coexistence of both isolates differently affected the different host 
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there was no expression of these gene-set on the non-mycorrhizal plants. We observed that the two 
R. irregularis isolates possess a different repertoire of transcribed genes. Finally, we observed three 
R. irregularis genes that were probably related to the direct interaction between these two isolates.  
 
Coexistence of two isolates differently affect different cassava cultivars. 
We observed that the plant response to the coexistence of isolates DAOM197198 and B1 was 
variable among three cassava cultivars. We found that the co-inoculation treatment compared to the 
single-inoculation on the three different cassava cultivars: 1) displayed different colonization levels, 2) 
different effect on the dry weight and 3) different gene-transcription levels of several cassava genes.  
 
It has been shown that different isolates of R. irregularis can generate a different response of the host 
plant (Koch et al. 2006), as well that different cultivars of the same species can have a different 
response to AMF (Hetrick et al. 1996). We observed that there was a higher cassava gene-
transcription of the co-inoculation samples compared to the single-inoculations in BRA337, on genes 
involved in the plant biotic stress, signalling, protein degradation and protein modification. We 
observed that co-inoculation in cultivar BRA337 displayed a lower total plant dry weight compared to 
the single-inoculation of DAOM197198. The high gene-transcription on the previous genes suggests 
that in cultivar BRA337, the coexistence of two mycorrhizal fungi, could generate a bigger stress on 
the host plant, which could help to explain the lower dry weight of the co-inoculation treatment, 
compared to the single-inoculations.  
Although it is expected that AMF increase plant growth, it has been reported that AMF could also 
negatively affect the growth of the host plant (Johnson et al. 1997; Klironomos 2003). Furthermore, 
genetic relatedness among the coexisting fungi has been reported to influence of the coexistence of 
two R. irregularis isolates on plant growth (Roger et al. 2013). In this study, we observed that the 
effect of the coexistence of two AMF isolates on the host plant growth was different among three 
genetically different cassava cultivars. In addition, to the importance of the fungal intra-isolate 
variability on the effect of the coexistence of two isolates on the host plant, we showed that the effect 
of two coexisting isolates was different depending on the host identity. This highlight also the 
importance of the host intra-species variability on the effect of coexisting isolates on plant growth. 
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Different gene repertoire and coexistence between isolates DAOM197198 and B1 
We observed both, a shared and a different gene-repertoire, transcribed in isolates DAOM197198 and 
B1. The genes that were transcribed in one isolate and not in the other were involved in regulatory 
functions, signalling and transport.  One confounding factor for this result is the effect of the reference 
alignment on the gene prediction. If there is a high divergence of these genes between the two 
isolates, the gene sequences can be divergent, generating no mapping on one of the isolates. 
However, by using other reference assemblies based on different R. irregularis isolates, we still 
observed this pattern (Supplementary Figure 4), meaning that the reference alignment is not 
generating a bias. The differential gene repertoire found on these isolates, in addition to the genes that 
were differently transcribed between isolates DAOM197198 and B1, should contribute to explain the 
phenotypic existing differences between these two isolates. 
Furthermore, genes uniquely transcribed in one isolate, allowed us to test if the presence of another 
isolate, affects the transcription of these genes. If there is not interference between the two isolates, 
we could expect that the gene-transcription of active genes in only one isolate will not be different on 
the co-inoculation treatment. However, we observed that a big number of these genes (coding for a 
wide range of functions) were down regulated in the co-inoculation treatment, suggesting that the 
presence of another isolate is interfering the activity of these genes. We observed this pattern on 
genes only transcribed in DAOM197198 and also genes only transcribed in B1. We observed that the 
isolates when single-inoculated, displayed a very high level of roots colonization (>0.8 %). At the co-
inoculation treatment, fewer roots were available for each isolate to colonize and the levels of 
colonization were very similar as for the single-inoculation treatments (> 0.8%). This demonstrates 
that the host roots were a limiting resource for the co-inoculating isolates, and that there was 
interference between both isolates. 
 
Host plant intra-species variation affects the coexistence of two AMF isolates. 
We observed that the different host plants differently affected the fungal gene-transcription of the 
single-inoculations and the co-inoculation treatments. We also observed that the fungal colonization of 
the co-inoculated samples compared to the single-inoculations, differed among the cassava cultivars. 
Research in the AMF-plant symbiosis has been focused on how AMF affect the host plant phenotype 
and gene-transcription. But to date, there is very little results showing how the host plant influences 
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the R. irregularis phenotype, and no studies investigated the effect of the host plant on the fungal 
genes. In the nature, a mycorrhizal fungus interacts with other fungi inside the roots and associate to 
different host plants (Montesinos-Navarro et al. 2012). In this study we observed how the host plant 
influences differently single-inoculations and co-inoculations of two R. irregularis isolates. Hence, 
understanding how the host plant influences the fungal partner is highly important to understand the 
ecology and interactions of AMF. 
 
The results on this study show that the fungal gene-transcription of co-inoculations is different from the 
single-inoculations of these isolates. Isolates DAOM197198 and B1 are genetically similar; they are 
comprised in the same genetic clade including several R. irregularis isolates issued from the same 
agricultural field (Wyss et al. 2016). Isolates DAOM197198 and B1 were not originated from the same 
place, but they have been grow in the same in-vitro culturing conditions for more than 20 years. 
Hence, maternal effects could not strongly influence the divergence between isolates DAOM197198 
and B1. Remarkably, in this study, we observed that this two genetically similar isolates display 
different gene-transcription repertoires, and when co-inoculated display a very distinctive pattern from 
the single-inoculations. These results highlight also the importance of the study of the fungal intra-
specific variation in the AMF-plant symbiosis in more complex conditions, than the popular one-plant, 
one fungus experimental setup. 
 
Conserved mycorrhizal gene-set at the intra-species level in cassava 
In this experiment we found 106 cassava genes that were only activated in the presence of AMF in all 
the three cassava cultivars. To date, there are very few genes, such as PT4, STR, STR2, RAM1 and 
RAM2 that could be considered as conserved mycorrhizal genes only present in plants that make the 
symbiosis with AMF (Harrison et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2010; Gobbato et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2012). 
Furthermore, several genes could be considered as mycorrhizal because they are heavily activated on 
the presence of one AMF species (Hogekamp & Küster 2013). However, new methodologies as 
phylogenomics, allows the identification of bigger sets of mycorrhizal genes that are conserved among 
mycorrhizal plants (Bravo et al. 2016). The fact that we observed in three different cultivars the 
activation of 106 genes only in mycorrhizal samples suggests that these genes are conserved among 
the cassava species. These sets of genes represent a first pool of genes only activated in the 
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presence of AMF and conserved within the cassava species. Furthermore, phylogenomics analysis of 
these genes could be used in the future to detect if these genes are only present in mycorrhizal plants. 
In addition, meta-analysis of RNA-seq data of mycorrhizal and non-inoculated samples could be very 
valuable to understand at the scale of the plant kingdom if these genes are still only activated in 
mycorrhizal plants and inactivated in non-inoculated samples. In conclusion, this list of genes could be 
a starting point to identify a conserved across species gene-set of plant mycorrhizal specific genes.  
 
Recognition between isolates DAOM197198 and B1 
We found three genes (MATA-HMG, velvet factor and Skt5p) that were heavily transcribed in the co-
inoculation samples of isolates DAOM197198 and B1 and displayed no or very low transcription in the 
samples where the isolates were inoculated separately. The MATA-HMG locus has been reported as 
determining the sexual compatibility between two individuals in fungal species.  The test of several 
MATA-HMG loci has been done by crossing different R. irregularis isolates, but for all the MATA-HMG 
loci tested, the test has resulted in ambiguous patterns of transcription of the co-inoculations 
compared to the transcription on the isolates alone (Riley et al. 2014). In this study we found that the 
MATA-HMG gene; which was not tested in the previous study, displayed a high transcription on the 
co-inoculation of isolates DAOM197198 and B1 compared to the single-inoculations, on three different 
plant hosts. Furthermore, we found a velvet factor for which subunit A is required in spore 
development (Bayram & Braus 2012) and subunit B regulates the spore maturation by interacting with 
the subunit A on Aspergillus nidulans (Park et al. 2012). Finally, we found the Skt5p gene displaying 
the same transcription pattern.  Skt5p/Chs4p is a regulatory gene that is involved in the septum 
formation in fungi (Matsuo et al. 2004), however this gene is also required for chitin synthesis during 
mating, as a knockout experiment of this gene on Saccharomyces cerevisiae showed a severe defect 
in mating  (Trilla et al. 1997). Interestingly, it has been reported that septum formation can occur, if 
there is post-fusion incompatibility after hyphal fusion between two isolates (Croll et al. 2009). In 
conclusion, the over-transcription of the velvet factor, Skt5p and the MATA-HMG only in the co-
inoculation samples, and the no transcription when each isolate was alone, suggests that the two 
isolates in the co-inoculation samples are involved in the recognition of each other, and potentially 
involved in mating. 
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Conclusions 
In this study, we obtained significant evidence of a strong role of both the fungal and host plant intra-
species variability on the coexistence of two R. irregularis isolates, and their effect on the host plant. If 
the majority of molecular research in AMF is made with the traditional one-plant, one fungus 
experimental design approach, how relevant are these results to natural conditions? This study 
suggests that both fungal and host genetic variability should be comprised in the study of coexistence 
of different AMF and more largely in the study of the AMF-plant symbiosis. Finally, we showed that 
two isolates of R. irregularis could directly recognize each other. Further co-inoculation experiments, 
coupled with sequencing of the region surrounding the MATA-HMG gene, which only displayed gene-
transcription where two isolates coexisted, possibly could help to resolve the paradox of AMF as an 
ancient asexual scandal (Judson & Normark 1996).  
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General discussion and perspectives 
 
The scope of this PhD thesis was to understand the role of the genetic variability in the fungus and in 
the host plant in the AMF-plant symbiosis. More precisely I aimed to understand the genomic 
organization of AMF; if R. irregularis isolates are homokaryotic or heterokaryotic. I tested if there is a 
genetic basis of the plant response to the AMF inoculation. I tested the influence of the fungal intra-
species variability on the host plant gene-transcription, the influence of the host intra-species 
variability in the fungal gene-transcription and used the fungal and host intra-species variability to 
detect correlations in gene-transcription between the fungus and the host plant. Finally, I tested the 
role of the host intra-species variability on the coexistence of two R. irregularis isolates and the effect 
of the coexistence of two R. irregularis isolates on the host plant. These variety of experiments and 
conclusions, allowed us, not to focus on a single question but to understand different aspect of the 
AMF-plant symbiosis. 
 
In chapter 1, we performed an experiment coupled to the multi-locus sequencing technique ddRad-
seq to discriminate between the two current hypotheses of the genomic organization of AMF 
(presence of a single type of nucleus or multiple nuclei). We found evidence in two different R. 
irregularis isolates that single-spore siblings displayed genetic differences in terms of allele frequency 
differences among siblings. This confirms that there is more than one different nucleus in single-spore 
progenies produced for this experiment. 
 
In chapter 2, we used the intra-species genetic variability of R. irregularis in order to test if there is a 
genetic basis of the fungal phenotype and plant response to R. irregularis. We found that genetically 
related isolates displayed similar phenotypes and similar effects on the host plant, demonstrating for 
the first time a link between the fungal genotype and the plant response to AMF. 
 
In chapter 3, we used the intra-species variability of the host plant and the fungal partner in order to 
test the influence of each organism on the gene-transcription of the second partner using RNA-seq. 
We found that both the fungus intra-species variability and the host intra-species variability influenced 
the gene-transcription of the partner organism. In addition, this dataset allowed us to get an insight in 
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the symbiosis functioning at the gene-level by demonstrating an overview of gene-gene interactions 
within- and between- the host plant and the fungus. Furthermore, we found for the first time 
correlations between the transcription of fungal genes and the fungal colonization of host roots. 
 
In chapter 4, I tested the role of the host intra-species variability on the coexistence of two R. 
irregularis isolates. I showed that the two R. irregularis isolates probably recognized each other. I 
showed that the two R. irregularis isolates possess different gene repertoires, that the coexistence of 
two isolates differently affect different cassava cultivars and that the different cassava cultivars affect 
differently the coexistence of the two isolates.  
 
During all the different chapters of this PhD thesis, we observed a strong influence of either the fungus 
or the host genetic variability in different features of the AMF-plant symbiosis. We observed that the 
within-isolate genetic variability was also accompanied with phenotypic variability among single-spore 
siblings. Furthermore, we observed that the fungal intra-species variability was correlated to fungal 
phenotypic traits and the host plant response to the fungus. We observed that there was high gene-
transcription variability between fungal isolates and host plant varieties in genes involved in the 
symbiosis. Finally, we observed that the coexistence of two AMF isolates has different effects on 
different cassava cultivars and that the host intra-species variability affected differently the coexistence 
of the two isolates. 
 
All these results together showed that the interaction between AMF and the host plant is complex and 
highly variable even at the intra-species level. The majority of studies in the AMF-plant symbiosis use 
the model species (Medicago trunculata and Rhizophagus irregularis), however these studies neglect 
the effect of the intra- and inter- species variability by testing only one-plant one-fungus at the time. 
The intra- and inter- species variation has been tested in several studies to understand the phenotypic 
effect of AMF on the host plant (Klironomos 2003; van der Heijden et al. 2003; Koch et al. 2006), but 
to date, surprisingly there are very few RNA-seq or microarray studies that also addressed the intra- or 
inter- species variability in the AMF-plant symbiosis.  
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In chapter 3 and 4, we observed that several genes have a strong effect in one plant-fungus 
combination, but not in other plant-fungus combination. Furthermore, in chapter 4 we observed that 
several genes were expressed in some plant-fungus combination, but there was no expression at all in 
other plant-fungus combinations. The evidence shown in this PhD thesis suggests that the 
parsimonious approach adopted by the scientific community, of using one-plant, one-fungus 
combination, is underestimating the effects and variability observed in the AMF-plant symbiosis at the 
gene and phenotypic level. 
 
The use of fungal and host intra-species genetic variability allowed us to draw a first draft of gene-
gene interactions between the fungus and plant genes in the AMF symbiosis. This is a first major 
finding, because it shows first evidence of correlations in gene-transcription among fungal genes, 
among plant genes and between fungal and plant genes. Furthermore, this approach allowed us to 
find genes that could be involved in the fungal colonization of plant roots. This information allows 
understanding the functions and consequences of the transcription of relevant genes in the symbiosis. 
Despite that this approach is correlative, and no causality is demonstrated in these experiments, it is a 
first step to understand the ‘interactome’ of the AMF-plant symbiosis. This approach should be 
coupled with traditional knockout experiments; at least in plant genes, and coupled with ‘interactome’ 
analysis of the symbiosis, in order to reveal the genes that are responsible of the mycorrhizal effect on 
the host plant. 
 
In recent years, there is increasing evidence that AMF should not be classified anymore as an ‘ancient 
asexual case’ (Halary et al. 2011; Riley & Corradi 2013; Tisserant et al. 2013; Riley et al. 2014; 
Ropars et al. 2016). In the chapter 4 of this PhD thesis we found evidence in three different host 
plants, of 3 fungal genes (MATA-HMG, velvet factor superfamily and Skt5p) that were only activated in 
presence of another fungal isolate. These genes were putatively involved in sporulation and sexual 
reproduction. One of these genes is a MATA-HMG gene, which could potentially be involved in the 
sex determination on this fungus (Riley et al. 2014). Previous studies on R. irregularis, have found 
several MATA-HMG in R. irregularis genome, but a selection of them did not show a pattern of gene-
expression activation, only, in the presence of another isolate (Riley et al. 2014). In order to confirm 
that this gene is directly involved in sexual reproduction and activated only in presence of another 
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isolate, we started an experiment where: 1) we will sequence the region around this gene (20 kb), in 
order to observe if this region possess the common elements (HMG box transcription factor and 
Homeodomain class transcription factor) of known mating type loci in other sexual fungi (Lee et al. 
2010). 2) We will test if the region around the MATA-HMG gene could be represented in two major 
forms as in other fungus that display sexual reproduction (Paoletti et al. 2005). 3) We will measure the 
frequency of the possible forms of this locus in the population and compare this information with other 
fungi that display sexual reproduction (Paoletti et al. 2005). 4) We performed crosses between 
different R. irregularis isolates, in order to detect by qPCR if the expression of this gene happens only 
when there is interaction between the two putative different forms of this locus (Riley et al. 2014).  We 
expect after completing all these experiments to discard or confirm that this region is responsible of 
the mating type and sexual reproduction in R. irregularis. The consequences of these findings could 
allow us to understand why we observe a high genetic variability of this fungus and coexistence in 
same locations (Croll et al. 2008), and why these fungi exist for at least 352 million of years ago 
(Simon et al. 1993) and are not an extinct clade despite the accumulation of deleterious mutations 
across generations. 
 
Several approaches ranging from community assembly (Davison et al. 2015) and population genetics 
(Sanders & Rodriguez 2016), attempt to understand the diversity of AMF on natural soils and host 
plants. The hypothesis of ‘everything is everywhere’ seems to be accurate when describing the 
distribution of AMF in different landscapes (Hazard et al. 2013). In addition, there are different biotic 
and abiotic variables that could explain the distribution of AMF communities (Chaudhary et al. 2008). 
However, phylogenetic signal approaches could be used to help to understand the distribution of AMF 
across environmental and biotic variables. In this thesis, we used the phylogenetic signal approach in 
chapter 2 to show that there is a genetic basis of plant response to AMF. This approach could be used 
at the inter-species level in order to test if genetically similar species displayed similar biotic or abiotic 
distributions. For example, the host-range of plant pathogens can be predicted by using phylogenetic 
signal methodologies (Gilbert & Webb 2007). Another example is the niche range of diatoms that 
could be predicted by using this approach (Keck et al. 2016b). In AMF, phylogenetic conservatism on 
the niche use could be tested in order to understand the distribution of different taxa across biotic and 
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abiotic gradients. This approach, could allow us to predict which taxa are more probable to be highly 
present in conditions of high PH, salinity or in some host plants. 
 
In chapters 2 and 3, we found respectively that genetically similar isolates display similar effects on 
the host plant and we found that several fungal genes including major facilitator superfamily 
transporters and monoterpenes hydrolases are correlated to the fungal colonization of the host roots. 
The idea of using AMF to increase crops growth has been tested in the lab (Angelard et al. 2010) and 
in the field showing an increase in productivity of cassava (Ceballos et al. 2013). In this PhD thesis, 
we found that there is a genetic basis of the plant response to AMF. This means that despite gene-
environment interactions, the response of the host plant to AMF could be predicted if AMF are 
inoculated to the same plant genotype in the same environment. This is a large step, on the way to 
develop a breeding program for using AMF to improve plant growth (Ceballos et al. 2013). 
Furthermore, because of the recent advances in gene-phenotype correlations, we could develop 
genetic markers that correlate to plant productivity. Approaches as the one used in chapter 3 
Weighted-gene co-expression analysis (WGCNA) and Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) 
could be performed on the plant-AMF symbiosis to detect the variants that correlate to higher 
productivity of the host plant. Finally, the advances in the discovery of sexual reproduction in AMF 
(Halary et al. 2011; Ropars et al. 2016) suggest that in the future performing crosses between isolates 
and developing a ‘classic’ breeding program on AMF could be possible. 	
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Annexe I. Quantitative genetic and phenotypic 
differences generated among clonal siblings of the 
symbiotic fungus Rhizophagus irregularis 
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 1 
Sequence information of each single-spore culture (ssc), and its replicates, of isolates B4 and DAOM 
197198 that were mapped to the N6 and Rhiir2 reference assemblies. Number of mapped reads, 
mean coverage of sites with at least 10x, total sites sequenced, number of sites that displayed more 
than one allele (poly-allelic sites), and density of poly-allelic sites (shown as the number of poly-allelic 
sites per kilobase) are shown. Total number of base pairs sequenced, poly-allelic sites and number of 
poly-allelic sites / kb were estimated by averaging the pairwise ‘sync’ files (Popoolation2) output 
between each pair of cultures.  
 
File	 Isolate	
Single-
spore	
culture		
Repl
icate	
Refere
nce	
assem
bly	
Mapped	
reads	
Mean	
coverage
(>=10)	
Estimation	of	
total	sites	
sequenced		
Estimated	
number	of	
poly-allelic	
sites	
Number	of	
poly-allelic	
sites/kb	
B4_ssc1_a_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc1	 a	 N6	 2394106	 53.65	 1449101.8	 5179.6	 3.57	
B4_ssc1_b_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc1	 b	 N6	 2675742	 59.26	 1449101.8	 5105.6	 3.52	
B4_ssc1_c_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc1	 c	 N6	 1680447	 44.8	 1449101.8	 5090.6	 3.51	
B4_ssc2_a_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc2	 a	 N6	 2481661	 49.67	 1428211.25	 5262.25	 3.68	
B4_ssc2_b_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc2	 b	 N6	 1958151	 48.6	 1428211.25	 5200.5	 3.64	
B4_ssc2_c_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc2	 c	 N6	 3027365	 30.45	 1428211.25	 5238	 3.67	
B4_ssc3_a_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc3	 a	 N6	 1827459	 55.62	 1395961	 4832.8	 3.46	
B4_ssc3_b_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc3	 b	 N6	 1565975	 49.71	 1395961	 4880.6	 3.5	
B4_ssc3_c_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc3	 c	 N6	 1764742	 39.71	 1395961	 4847.4	 3.47	
B4_ssc4_a_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc4	 a	 N6	 2303795	 44.31	 1412051.2	 4957.6	 3.51	
B4_ssc4_b_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc4	 b	 N6	 1860074	 36.09	 1412051.2	 5019	 3.55	
B4_ssc4_c_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc4	 c	 N6	 1649530	 75.21	 1412051.2	 4966.8	 3.52	
B4_ssc5_a_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc5	 a	 N6	 2052012	 40.98	 1311523.2	 4853.8	 3.7	
B4_ssc5_b_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc5	 b	 N6	 1286500	 60.62	 1311523.2	 4810.8	 3.67	
B4_ssc5_c_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc5	 c	 N6	 1175479	 43.72	 1311523.2	 4822.2	 3.68	
B4_ssc6_a_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc6	 a	 N6	 1213704	 39.44	 1338720.4	 4958.6	 3.7	
B4_ssc6_b_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc6	 b	 N6	 3705652	 34.39	 1338720.4	 5004.4	 3.74	
B4_ssc6_c_Nu6.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc6	 c	 N6	 2059404	 47.51	 1338720.4	 5032.4	 3.76	
B4_ssc1_a_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc1	 a	 Rhiir2	 2143455	 49.2894	 1797213	 3276	 1.82	
B4_ssc1_b_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc1	 b	 Rhiir2	 2407434	 51.5529	 1797213	 3276	 1.82	
B4_ssc1_c_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc1	 c	 Rhiir2	 1508656	 37.6833	 1797213	 3276	 1.82	
B4_ssc2_a_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc2	 a	 Rhiir2	 2201499	 53.9331	 1798249.2	 3336.8	 1.86	
B4_ssc2_b_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc2	 b	 Rhiir2	 1733443	 45.262	 1798249.2	 3336.8	 1.86	
B4_ssc2_c_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc2	 c	 Rhiir2	 2690287	 55.41	 1798249.2	 3336.8	 1.86	
B4_ssc3_a_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc3	 a	 Rhiir2	 1625888	 40.9215	 1736157.4	 3124	 1.8	
B4_ssc3_b_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc3	 b	 Rhiir2	 1402430	 36.5178	 1736157.4	 3124	 1.8	
B4_ssc3_c_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc3	 c	 Rhiir2	 1578950	 40.2038	 1736157.4	 3124	 1.8	
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B4_ssc4_a_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc4	 a	 Rhiir2	 1654837	 40.3251	 1770592.8	 3177.8	 1.79	
B4_ssc4_b_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc4	 b	 Rhiir2	 2077101	 45.86	 1770592.8	 3177.8	 1.79	
B4_ssc4_c_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc4	 c	 Rhiir2	 1467356	 35.9259	 1770592.8	 3177.8	 1.79	
B4_ssc5_a_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc5	 a	 Rhiir2	 1039390	 31.1254	 1563714.8	 2647.6	 1.69	
B4_ssc5_b_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc5	 b	 Rhiir2	 872971	 28.0399	 1563714.8	 2647.6	 1.69	
B4_ssc5_c_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc5	 c	 Rhiir2	 981841	 28.7454	 1563714.8	 2647.6	 1.69	
B4_ssc6_a_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc6	 a	 Rhiir2	 1074697	 27.435	 1759975.6	 3144.6	 1.79	
B4_ssc6_b_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc6	 b	 Rhiir2	 3276397	 68.4134	 1759975.6	 3144.6	 1.79	
B4_ssc6_c_Rhiir2.bam	 B4	 B4_ssc6	 c	 Rhiir2	 1847772	 43.6726	 1759975.6	 3144.6	 1.79	
CAN_ssc1_a_Nu6.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc1	 a	 N6	 4553183	 100.12	 2636541	 4398	 1.67	
CAN_ssc1_b_Nu6.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc1	 b	 N6	 6217163	 131.89	 2636541	 4398	 1.67	
CAN_ssc1_c_Nu6.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc1	 c	 N6	 4760100	 107.58	 2636541	 4398	 1.67	
CAN_ssc2_a_Nu6.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc2	 a	 N6	 5280152	 111.49	 2625215	 4397.5	 1.68	
CAN_ssc2_b_Nu6.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc2	 b	 N6	 6062349	 118.06	 2625215	 4397.5	 1.68	
CAN_ssc2_c_Nu6.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc2	 c	 N6	 4694589	 71.12	 2625215	 4397.5	 1.68	
CAN_ssc3_a_Nu6.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc3	 a	 N6	 6310284	 136.34	 2657423	 4348.5	 1.64	
CAN_ssc3_b_Nu6.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc3	 b	 N6	 3888186	 91.51	 2657423	 4348.5	 1.64	
CAN_ssc3_c_Nu6.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc3	 c	 N6	 6371210	 124.87	 2657423	 4348.5	 1.64	
CAN_ssc1_a_Rhiir2.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc1	 a	 Rhiir2	 4321332	 93.5283	 2800064.5	 1787.5	 0.64	
CAN_ssc1_b_Rhiir2.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc1	 b	 Rhiir2	 5887060	 123.064	 2800064.5	 1787.5	 0.64	
CAN_ssc1_c_Rhiir2.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc1	 c	 Rhiir2	 4518289	 100.126	 2800064.5	 1787.5	 0.64	
CAN_ssc2_a_Rhiir2.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc2	 a	 Rhiir2	 5022784	 105.327	 2785369.5	 1788	 0.64	
CAN_ssc2_b_Rhiir2.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc2	 b	 Rhiir2	 5740897	 110.494	 2785369.5	 1788	 0.64	
CAN_ssc2_c_Rhiir2.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc2	 c	 Rhiir2	 4472800	 66.1964	 2785369.5	 1788	 0.64	
CAN_ssc3_a_Rhiir2.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc3	 a	 Rhiir2	 5983881	 127.311	 2795869	 1774.5	 0.63	
CAN_ssc3_b_Rhiir2.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc3	 b	 Rhiir2	 3695089	 84.8371	 2795869	 1774.5	 0.63	
CAN_ssc3_c_Rhiir2.bam	 DAOM	197198	 CAN_ssc3	 c	 Rhiir2	 6071808	 117.166	 2795869	 1774.5	 0.63	
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 2 
Reproducibility of replicates of each single-spore culture. A site is considered accurate if the p-value 
obtained after a Fisher exact test among the three replicates of the single-spore cultures was > 0.05 
(i.e. allele frequencies at each site are very similar among the replicates).  
Isolate	 Reference	assembly	
Pair	of	cultures	
tested	(A-B)	
Number	of	
	sites	
Proportion	of	
accurate	sites	in	
replicates	of	
culture	A	
Proportion	of	
accurate	sites	in	
replicates	of	
culture	B	
B4	 N6	 ssc1-ssc2	 5070	 0.941	 0.904	
B4	 N6	 ssc1-ssc3	 4671	 0.938	 0.94	
B4	 N6	 ssc1-ssc4	 4785	 0.937	 0.899	
B4	 N6	 ssc1-ssc5	 4443	 0.943	 0.935	
B4	 N6	 ssc1-ssc6	 4760	 0.94	 0.884	
B4	 N6	 ssc2-ssc3	 4714	 0.905	 0.942	
B4	 N6	 ssc2-ssc4	 4832	 0.906	 0.901	
B4	 N6	 ssc2-ssc5	 4749	 0.899	 0.939	
B4	 N6	 ssc2-ssc6	 4952	 0.908	 0.882	
B4	 N6	 ssc3-ssc4	 4488	 0.938	 0.895	
B4	 N6	 ssc3-ssc5	 4333	 0.94	 0.935	
B4	 N6	 ssc3-ssc6	 4435	 0.94	 0.876	
B4	 N6	 ssc4-ssc5	 4407	 0.898	 0.935	
B4	 N6	 ssc4-ssc6	 4594	 0.902	 0.88	
B4	 N6	 ssc5-ssc6	 4383	 0.935	 0.871	
B4	 Rhiir2	 ssc1-ssc2	 3298	 0.95	 0.906	
B4	 Rhiir2	 ssc1-ssc3	 3020	 0.947	 0.95	
B4	 Rhiir2	 ssc1-ssc4	 3038	 0.945	 0.916	
B4	 Rhiir2	 ssc1-ssc5	 2372	 0.945	 0.954	
B4	 Rhiir2	 ssc1-ssc6	 3007	 0.944	 0.873	
B4	 Rhiir2	 ssc2-ssc3	 3087	 0.904	 0.95	
B4	 Rhiir2	 ssc2-ssc4	 3157	 0.905	 0.917	
B4	 Rhiir2	 ssc2-ssc5	 2438	 0.89	 0.951	
B4	 Rhiir2	 ssc2-ssc6	 3131	 0.902	 0.868	
B4	 Rhiir2	 ssc3-ssc4	 2887	 0.949	 0.909	
B4	 Rhiir2	 ssc3-ssc5	 2340	 0.949	 0.956	
B4	 Rhiir2	 ssc3-ssc6	 2771	 0.95	 0.867	
B4	 Rhiir2	 ssc4-ssc5	 2353	 0.916	 0.954	
B4	 Rhiir2	 ssc4-ssc6	 2894	 0.92	 0.859	
B4	 Rhiir2	 ssc5-ssc6	 2348	 0.955	 0.846	
DAOM	197198	 N6	 ssc1-ssc2	 3263	 0.91	 0.794	
DAOM	197198	 N6	 ssc1-ssc3	 3259	 0.907	 0.844	
DAOM	197198	 N6	 ssc2-ssc3	 3192	 0.801	 0.833	
DAOM	197198	 Rhiir2	 ssc1-ssc2	 1399	 0.935	 0.871	
DAOM	197198	 Rhiir2	 ssc1-ssc3	 1386	 0.937	 0.891	
DAOM	197198	 Rhiir2	 ssc2-ssc3	 1392	 0.875	 0.888	
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 3 
Genome-wide pairwise qualitative genetic differences among single-spore cultures (ssc) of isolate B4. 
Values represent: the total number of sites tested, number of sites and the proportion of sites that 
showed a mean Fst value higher than 0.2 between single-spore cultures, the mean genome-wide Fst 
between single-spore cultures, Fst values higher than 0.2 between replicates of the first single-spore 
culture (ssc A) and between replicates of the second single-spore culture (ssc B). 
Isolate	B4	 Cultures	1-2	 Cultures	1-3	 Cultures	1-4	 Cultures	1-5	 Cultures	1-6	
Total	number	of	sites	 4761	 4374	 4535	 4176	 4336	
Number	of	sites	with	FST	>	0.2	between	
cultures	 1	 0	 0	 1	 8	
%	of	sites	FST	>	0.2	 0.02%	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.02%	 0.19%	
Mean	FST	 0.0145	 0.0121	 0.0128	 0.0148	 0.0151	
FST	>	0.2	in	ssc	A	 0	 1	 0	 0	 0	
FST	>	0.2	in	ssc	B	 1	 0	 3	 0	 4		 Cultures	2-3	 Cultures	2-4	 Cultures	2-5	 Cultures	2-6	 Cultures	3-4	Total	number	of	sites	 4376	 4607	 4508	 4528	 4317	
Number	of	sites	with	FST	>	0.2	between	
cultures	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	
%	of	sites	FST	>	0.2	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%	
Mean	FST	 0.0127	 0.0122	 0.0119	 0.0124	 0.0119	
FST	>	0.2	ssc	A	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1	
FST	>	0.2	ssc	B	 0	 3	 0	 3	 2		 Cultures	3-5	 Cultures	3-6	 Cultures	4-5	 Cultures	4-6	 Cultures	5-6	Total	number	of	sites	 4091	 3979	 4230	 4184	 4003	
Number	of	sites	with	FST	>	0.2	between	
cultures	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	
%	of	sites	FST	>	0.2	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%	
Mean	FST	 0.0128	 0.1448	 0.0124	 0.0136	 0.0134	
FST	>	0.2		in	ssc	A	 0	 0	 5	 7	 0	
FST	>	0.2	in	ssc	B	 0	 4	 0	 3	 3	
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 4 
Genome-wide pairwise qualitative differences among single spore cultures (ssc) of isolate DAOM 
197198. Values represent: Total number of sites tested, the number of sites and the proportion of sites 
that showed a mean Fst value higher than 0.2 between single-spore cultures, mean genome-wide Fst 
between single-spore cultures and Fst values higher than 0.2 between replicates of the first single-
spore culture (ssc A) and between replicates of the second single-spore culture (ssc B). 
Isolate	DAOM	197198	 Cultures	1-2	 Cultures	1-3	 Cultures	2-3	
Total		nb	of	sites	 3160	 3004	 2991	
Number	of	sites	with	FST	>	0.2	between	
cultures	 13	 2	 5	
%	of	sites	FST	>	0.2	 0.41%	 0.07%	 0.17%	
mean	FST	 0.0123	 0.01	 0.0119	
FST	>	0.2	in	ssc	A	 3	 4	 12	
FST	>	0.2	in	ssc	B	 13	 12	 13	
 
 
 
 
 
SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 5 
Summary of sites that were tested in all the pairwise comparisons among single-spore cultures of 
isolates B4 and DAOM 197198 that could not be classified into single-copy or multiple-copy sites. 
Values represent the number of sites that displayed quantitative genetic differences in allele 
frequencies among the single-spore cultures. For each comparison we used the data aligned to the 
N6 and Rhiir2 genome assemblies independently. We report the total number of sites tested and the 
number and percentage of sites that displayed significant differences in allele frequency.  
Summary	per	locus	 																									Isolate	B4	 											Isolate	DAOM	197198	
No	info	prediction	 N6	 Rhiir2	 N6	 Rhiir2	
Total	sites	 1408	 585	 811	 209	
Significant	sites	(p-value	
>0.05)	 476	 177	 99	 25	
%	of	significant	sites	 33.81%	 30.26%	 12.21%	 11.96%	
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 6 
Summary of the number of scaffolds where significant quantitative genetic differences in allele 
frequencies among single-spore cultures were detected in isolates B4 and DAOM 197198. For each 
comparison, we used the data aligned to the N6 and Rhiir2 genome assemblies independently. We 
report the total number of scaffolds where sites were tested, and the number and percentage of 
scaffolds where significant differences in allele frequency occurred.  
Summary	per	scaffold	 												Isolate	B4	 Isolate	DAOM	197198		 N6	 Rhiir2	 N6	 Rhiir2	Total	number	of	scaffolds	 962	 386	 859	 291	
Number	of	scaffolds	with	significant	
sites	 489	 228	 205	 94	
%		 50.83%	 59.07%	 23.86%	 32.30%	
 
SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 7 
Pairwise comparisons of quantitative genetic differences in allele frequencies between single-spore 
cultures (ssc) of isolate B4. For each comparison we used the data aligned to the N6 and Rhiir2 
genome assemblies independently. We reported the total number of sites tested, and the number and 
the percentage of sites that showed significant differences in allele frequency. All these values were 
calculated for: single-copy sites, multiple-copy sites, sites that could not be classified into either single-
copy or multiple-copy sites, and the total number of sites tested.  
		 Reference	 Single-copy	 Multiple-copies	 No	prediction	 Total	sites	
	
alignm
ent	 Total	
Sign
ifica
nt	
%	 Total	
Sign
ifica
nt	
%	 Total	
Sign
ifica
nt	
%	 Total	
Sign
ifica
nt	
%	
ssc1-ssc2	 N6	 1343	 109	 8.12%	 2661	 283	 10.64%	 1066	 147	 13.79%	 5070	 539	 10.63%	
ssc1-ssc3	 N6	 1207	 61	 5.05%	 2491	 167	 6.70%	 973	 107	 11.00%	 4671	 335	 7.17%	
ssc1-ssc4	 N6	 1299	 64	 4.93%	 2492	 192	 7.70%	 994	 70	 7.04%	 4785	 326	 6.81%	
ssc1-ssc5	 N6	 1134	 133	 11.73%	 2393	 251	 10.49%	 916	 110	 12.01%	 4443	 494	 11.12%	
ssc1-ssc6	 N6	 1247	 89	 7.14%	 2533	 229	 9.04%	 980	 113	 11.53%	 4760	 431	 9.05%	
ssc2-ssc3	 N6	 1221	 133	 10.89%	 2531	 221	 8.73%	 962	 83	 8.63%	 4714	 437	 9.27%	
ssc2-ssc4	 N6	 1266	 59	 4.66%	 2578	 119	 4.62%	 988	 60	 6.07%	 4832	 238	 4.93%	
ssc2-ssc5	 N6	 1189	 52	 4.37%	 2579	 110	 4.27%	 981	 38	 3.87%	 4749	 200	 4.21%	
ssc2-ssc6	 N6	 1310	 46	 3.51%	 2636	 127	 4.82%	 1006	 25	 2.49%	 4952	 198	 4.00%	
ssc3-ssc4	 N6	 1182	 32	 2.71%	 2393	 142	 5.93%	 913	 66	 7.23%	 4488	 240	 5.35%	
ssc3-ssc5	 N6	 1076	 107	 9.94%	 2377	 155	 6.52%	 880	 107	 12.16%	 4333	 369	 8.52%	
ssc3-ssc6	 N6	 1130	 88	 7.79%	 2427	 146	 6.02%	 878	 77	 8.77%	 4435	 311	 7.01%	
ssc4-ssc5	 N6	 1113	 58	 5.21%	 2388	 128	 5.36%	 906	 87	 9.60%	 4407	 273	 6.19%	
ssc4-ssc6	 N6	 1209	 29	 2.40%	 2448	 147	 6.00%	 937	 47	 5.02%	 4594	 223	 4.85%	
ssc5-ssc6	 N6	 1091	 26	 2.38%	 2414	 73	 3.02%	 878	 23	 2.62%	 4383	 122	 2.78%	
	 113	
Average	 N6	 1201.13	 72.4	 6.06%	 2489.4	 166	 6.66%	 950.53	
77.
33	 8.12%	 4641.07	
315
.73	 6.79%	
ssc1-ssc2	 	Rhiir2	 1504	 126	 8.38%	 1316	 127	 9.65%	 478	 59	 12.34%	 3298	 312	 9.46%	
ssc1-ssc3	 	Rhiir2	 1387	 55	 3.97%	 1197	 106	 8.86%	 436	 39	 8.94%	 3020	 200	 6.62%	
ssc1-ssc4	 	Rhiir2	 1435	 130	 9.06%	 1152	 80	 6.94%	 451	 43	 9.53%	 3038	 253	 8.33%	
ssc1-ssc5	 	Rhiir2	 1066	 62	 5.82%	 962	 82	 8.52%	 344	 29	 8.43%	 2372	 173	 7.29%	
ssc1-ssc6	 	Rhiir2	 1399	 90	 6.43%	 1180	 126	 10.68%	 428	 36	 8.41%	 3007	 252	 8.38%	
ssc2-ssc3	 	Rhiir2	 1429	 74	 5.18%	 1234	 87	 7.05%	 424	 29	 6.84%	 3087	 190	 6.15%	
ssc2-ssc4	 	Rhiir2	 1459	 56	 3.84%	 1254	 55	 4.39%	 444	 16	 3.60%	 3157	 127	 4.02%	
ssc2-ssc5	 	Rhiir2	 1065	 50	 4.69%	 1018	 54	 5.30%	 355	 12	 3.38%	 2438	 116	 4.76%	
ssc2-ssc6	 	Rhiir2	 1408	 49	 3.48%	 1293	 55	 4.25%	 430	 9	 2.09%	 3131	 113	 3.61%	
ssc3-ssc4	 	Rhiir2	 1353	 37	 2.73%	 1122	 54	 4.81%	 412	 22	 5.34%	 2887	 113	 3.91%	
ssc3-ssc5	 	Rhiir2	 1048	 43	 4.10%	 954	 61	 6.39%	 338	 17	 5.03%	 2340	 121	 5.17%	
ssc3-ssc6	 	Rhiir2	 1263	 61	 4.83%	 1119	 60	 5.36%	 389	 16	 4.11%	 2771	 137	 4.94%	
ssc4-ssc5	 	Rhiir2	 1066	 54	 5.07%	 941	 53	 5.63%	 346	 22	 6.36%	 2353	 129	 5.48%	
ssc4-ssc6	 	Rhiir2	 1334	 70	 5.25%	 1148	 45	 3.92%	 412	 18	 4.37%	 2894	 133	 4.60%	
ssc5-ssc6	 	Rhiir2	 1044	 40	 3.83%	 974	 29	 2.98%	 330	 23	 6.97%	 2348	 92	 3.92%	
Average	 	Rhiir2	 1284	 66.47	 5.11%	 1124.27	
71.
6	 6.32%	 401.13	 26	 6.38%	 2809.4	
164
.07	 5.78%	
	 	 Total	
Sign
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%	 Total	
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%	 Total	
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%	 Total	
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nt	
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 8 
Pairwise comparisons of quantitative genetic differences in allele frequencies among single-spore 
cultures (ssc) of isolate DAOM 197198. For each comparison we used the data aligned to the N6 and 
Rhiir2 genome assemblies independently. We reported the total number of sites tested, and the 
number and the percentage of sites that showed significant differences. All these values were 
calculated for: single-copy sites, multiple-copy sites, sites that could not be classified into single-copy 
or multiple-copy sites, and the total number of sites tested.  
 
		 Single-copy	 																																	Multiple-copies	 																					No	prediction	 																															Total	sites	 				 		 Total	 Significant	 %	 Total	 Significant	 %	 Total	 Significant	 %	 Total	 Significant	 %	
ssc1-ssc2	 	N6	 853	 90	 10.55%	 1771	 115	 6.49%	 639	 44	 6.89%	 3263	 249	 7.63%	
ssc1-ssc3	 	N6	 869	 58	 6.67%	 1765	 131	 7.42%	 625	 59	 9.44%	 3259	 248	 7.61%	
ssc2-ssc3	 	N6	 828	 55	 6.64%	 1740	 67	 3.85%	 624	 20	 3.21%	 3192	 142	 4.45%	
Average	 	N6	 850	 67.67	 7.96%	 1758.67	 104.33	 5.92%	 629.33	 41	 6.51%	 3238	 213	 6.56%	
ssc1-ssc2	 	Rhiir2	 640	 82	 12.81%	 588	 36	 6.12%	 171	 9	 5.26%	 1399	 127	 9.08%	
ssc1-ssc3	 	Rhiir2	 616	 48	 7.79%	 609	 33	 5.42%	 161	 12	 7.45%	 1386	 93	 6.71%	
ssc2-ssc3	 	Rhiir2	 630	 70	 11.11%	 591	 20	 3.38%	 171	 12	 7.02%	 1392	 102	 7.33%	
Average	 	Rhiir2	 628.67	 66.67	 10.57%	 596	 29.67	 4.98%	 167.67	 11	 6.58%	 1392.33	 107.33	 7.71%	
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 1 
Experimental design. (a) Parental isolate (B4 or DAOM 197198). (b) Single-spores isolated from the 
parental isolates were used to initiate single-spore cultures. (c) In order to produce biological 
replicates, each single-spore culture was then divided in three equal parts and sub-cultured again. 
Large open circles represent Petri dishes and small black circles represent spores. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a)
(b)
(c)
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 2.  
Coverage distributions of the poly-allelic site for each sample. The distribution of minimum allele 
coverage per site (black) and the total coverage per site (grey) is shown. The figure shows the three 
replicates per each single-spore sibling. (a) B4 aligned to N6 assembly, (b) B4 aligned to Rhirr2 
assembly, (c) DAOM 197198 aligned to N6 assembly and (d) DAOM197198 aligned to Rhirr2 
assembly. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 3 
Allele frequency distribution plots of poly-allelic sites of the dataset aligned to N6 (black) and to Rhiir2 
(Grey). (a) Samples of single-spore cultures of isolate B4, each one with three replicates. (b) Samples 
of single-spore cultures of isolate DAOM 197198, each one with three replicates.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 4.  
Spatial distribution of spores in the single-spore sibling cultures of R. irregularis isolate B4, as 
measured by the distance from random points to the nearest spore. For each isolate, 6 different areas 
of 2 cm2 on three different Petri dishes were used for the counting. Mean value per single-spore 
culture and standard deviation are shown in the figure. 
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Annexe II. Phylogenetic signal shows that intra-specific 
genetic variation in Rhizophagus irregularis causes variation 
in fungal traits and growth of a globally important plant 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1 
Genetic relatedness dendrogram (left), Genetic relatedness dendrogram based on allele frequency 
differences among isolates (right). Solid lines represent nodes which are conserved on both 
dendrograms. Dashed lines represent different nodes between the two dendrograms. Red lines links 
the same edges on both dendrograms.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Genetic relatedness Allele frequency based genetic relatedness
Mantel test z statistic = 930,
 p-value = 0.001
Supplementary Figure 1. Genetic relatedness dendrogram (left), Genetic relatedness dendrogram based on allele frequency diffe-
rences among isolates (right). Solid lines represent nodes which are conserved on both dendrograms. Dashed lines represent different 
nodes between the two dendrograms. Red lines links the same edges on both dendrograms.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 2 
Phylogenetic signal in fungal and plant response traits using the among isolates differentiation based 
in the allele frequency changes among isolates. a,c)  Representation of traits along with the 
dendrogram for different R. irregularis isolates. The trait values  are centred (value – mean). b,d) 
Phylogenetic signal of fungal and plant traits. Summary statistic of Abouheif’s Cmean and Moran’s I. 
Metric statistics (above) and significance (p-value) are shown.  
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Supplementary figure 2. Phylogenetic signal in fungal and plant response traits using the among isolates differen-
tiation based in the allele frequency changes among isolates. a,c)  Representation of traits along with the dendro-
gram for different R. irregularis isolates. The trait values  are centred (value – mean). b,d) Phylogenetic signal of 
fungal and plant traits. Summary statistic of Abouheif’s Cmean and Moran’s I. Metric statistics (above) and signifi-
cance (p-value) are shown. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 3 
Genetic relationship of R. irreguaris isolates based on presence/absence of SNP’s (Wyss et al., 
2016).We report for each isolate the host plant used as the initial trap-culture of initial cultures of the  
R. irreguaris isolates (Croll et al., 2008). Highlighted isolates are the ones used in this study. 
.
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Supplementary figure 3. Genetic relationship of R. irreguaris isolates based on presence/absence of 
SNP’s (Wyss et al., 2016).We report for each isolate the host plant used as the initial trap-culture of 
initial cultures of the  R. irreguaris isolates (Croll et al., 2008). Highlighted isolates are the ones used 
in this study.
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Annexe III. Gene-gene interactions between cassava 
and its mycorrhizal partner revealed by intra-specific 
variation of both partners 
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Extended data figure 1.  
Experimental approach of the experiment. Randomly chosen fine roots (brown) containing fungal 
structures (blue) were isolated and used for RNA extraction and library preparation. We then aligned 
the obtained reads to the cassava reference genome. We obtained the cassava dataset by performing 
the pseudoalignment using the gene prediction on cassava. We then use the unmapped reads to 
cassava to obtain the R. irregularis dataset by performing the pseudoalignment using the gene 
prediction on R. irregularis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RNA
extraction
Illumina 
Hi-seq 2000 
paired-end 
sequencing
Unmapped     Alignment Cassava 
         (using STAR)
Pseudo alignment
 Cassava (using kallisto) 
Pseudo alignment
R. irregularis (using kallisto)
Extended data figure 1. Experimental approach of the experiment. Randomly 
chosen fine roots (brown) containing fungal structures (blue) were isolated and 
used for RNA extraction and library preparation. We then aligned the obtained 
reads to the cassava reference genome. We obtained the cassava dataset by 
performing the pseudoalignment using the gene prediction on cassava. We then 
use the unmapped reads to cassava to obtain the R. irregularis dataset by 
performing the pseudoalignment using the gene prediction on R. irregularis. 
Root tissue with
fungal structures
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Extended data figure 2.  
Fungal colonization and phenotypic response of cassava to R. irregularis. a) Percentage of root 
colonization by R. irregularis. b) Total dry weight, c) aboveground dry weight, d) tuberized roots dry 
weight, e) belowground dry weight and f) height plant measurements in function of the cultivar and 
mycorrhizal treatment. Red colour represent DAOM197198 samples, blue colour represent B1 
samples and gray represent non-mycorrhizal plants. Green highlighted treatments represent fungal 
treatments that displayed significant statistical differences. 
 
 
 
 
 
a) b) c)
d)                     e)                          f )
Extended data figure 4. Fungal colonization and phenotypic response of cassava to R. irregularis. a) 
Percentage of root colonization by R. irregularis. b) Total dry weight, c) aboveground dry weight, d) 
tuberized roots dry weight, e) belowground dry weight and f ) height plant measurements in func-
tion of the cultivar and mycorrhizal treatment. Red colour represent DAOM197198 samples, blue 
colour represent B1 samples and gray represent non-mycorrhizal plants. Green highlighted treat-
ments represent fungal treatments that displayed significant statistical differences.
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Extended data figure 3.  
RNA-seq results on cassava and R. irregularis. a) Samples sequencing results. Barplot showing the 
number of transcripts that display more than 10 reads in 1) cassava and 2) R. irregularis. b) Boxplots 
displaying number of transcripts that display more than 10 reads in function of 1,2) mycorrhizal 
treatment or 3,4) host. 1,3) data shown for cassava and 2,4) data shown for R. irregularis. c) 
saturation curve of transcript number that display more than 10 counts by the  numbers of reads for 
each sample. Red colour represent DAOM197198 samples, blue colour represent B1 samples and 
gray represent non-mycorrhizal plants. In cassava, the number of different cassava gene transcripts 
sequenced was not affected by the sequencing depth of the samples and did not differ significantly 
among the mycorrhizal treatments but differed among some cassava varieties (Extended Data Figures 
3a-c). However, this did not influence the results as transcripts not common to all varieties were 
removed before analysis and the quantity of different transcripts sequenced per variety did not 
correlate with the pattern observed on the genes influenced by variety (fig 1b,c) (Extended Data 
Figure 3d). In R. irregularis, the read number did not influence the number of transcripts between 
inoculated treatments and there were no significant differences in the number of different transcripts 
among cassava varieties. 
 
a) b)
c)
1)
2)
1) 2)
Extended data figure 2. RNAseq results on cassava and R. irregularis. a) Samples sequencing results. Barplot showing the number of transcripts that 
display more than 10 reads in 1) cassava and 2) R. irregularis. b) Boxplots displaying number of transcripts that display more than 10 reads in function of 
1,2) mycorrhizal treatment or 3,4) host. 1,3) data shown for cassava and 2,4) data shown for R. irregularis. c) saturation curve of transcript number that 
display more than 10 counts by the  numbers of reads for each sample. Red colour represent DAOM197198 samples, blue colour represent B1 samples 
and gray represent non-mycorrhizal plants. 
In cassava, the number of different cassava gene transcripts sequenced was not affected by the sequencing depth of the samples and did not differ 
significantly among the mycorrhizal treatments but differed among some cassava varieties (Extended Data Figures 3a-c). However, this did not 
influence the results as transcripts not common to all varieties were removed before analysis and the quantity of different transcripts sequenced per 
variety did not correlate with the pattern observed on the genes influenced by variety (fig 1b,c) (Extended Data Figure 3d). 
In R. irregularis, the read number did not influence the number of transcripts between inoculated treatments and there were no significant differences 
in the number of different transcripts among cassava varieties. 
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Extended Data Figure 4. 
Mapman biotic stress categories log2fold-changes between R. irregularis isolates DAOM197198 and 
B1 for each cassava cultivar.  a) Plant genes. b) fungal genes. Each small square means a gene were 
log2Fold-change  is different between R. irregularis isolates DAOM197198 and B1. Red colours 
represent isolate DAOM197198  had lower foldchange compared to isolate B1. Blue colours represent 
that isolata DAOM197198 had higher foldchange comapared to isolate B1. 
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Extended Data Figure 4. Mapman biotic stress categories log2fold-changes between R. irregularis 
isolates DAOM197198 and B1 for each cassava cultivar.  a) Plant genes. b) fungal genes. Each 
small square means a gene were log2Fold-change  is different between R. irregularis isolates 
DAOM197198 and B1. Red colours represent isolate DAOM197198  had lower foldchange compared
 to isolate B1. Blue colours represent that isolata DAOM197198 had higher foldchange comapared
to isolate B1.
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Extended data figure 5. 
a) Clustering of cassava genes into co-expressed modules (Coloured bars). b) Clustering of R. 
irregularis genes into co-expressed modules (Coloured bars).  c) Correlation between cassava 
modules (rows) and R. irregularis modules (columns). for each module-module correlation is reported 
the correlation coeficient and its p-value. Highly positive correlations are shown in dark blues, as 
opposite, highly negative correlations are shown in dark green. A threshold cutoff was set at a p-value 
= 0.001, representing the probability which can be found by chance 0.18 correlated modules in 180 
comparisons. 
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Extended data figure 5. a) Clustering of cassava genes into co-expressed modules (Coloured bars). b) Clustering of R. irregularis genes into 
co-expressed modules (Coloured bars).  c) Correlation between cassava modules (rows) and R. irregularis modules (columns). for each mo-
dule-module correlation is reported the correlation coeficient and its p-value. Highly positive correlations are shown in dark blues, as opposite, 
highly negative correlations are shown in dark green. A threshold cutoff was set at a p-value = 0.001, representing the probability which can be 
found by chance 0.18 correlated modules in 180 comparisons.
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Extended data figure 6.  
Random modules composition and network. a) Significant GO terms with more than 3 genes per GO 
term for random AMF and cassava modules, AMF correlated modules and cassava correlated 
modules. b) Correlation of random AMF and random cassava modules. Note that no correlations with 
p-value threshold of 0.001 are found between random AMF modules and random cassava modules. c) 
Network based on random AMF modules and random cassava modules.   
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Extended data figure 7.  
Correlation of cassava and R. irregularis modules to phenotype   a) Correlation of cassava modules 
and plant phenotypic measurements. b) Correlation of R. irregularis modules and plant phenotypic 
measurments. Note that a p-value threshold cutoff of 0.001 was used as estimated to be the threshold 
were 0.18 correlations by chance can occur between pairwise comparison between cassava and R. 
irregularis modules. c) Plots of most representative and correlated genes to the fungal colonization of 
the R. irregularis module royalblue.   
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Supplementary Table 1.  
Sequencing information. 42 samples were sequenced. These samples were splited in 5 Cassava 
cultivars, 2 R. irregularis isolates and a non-mycorrhizal control. We count the number of reads for 
each sample, the numbers of reads used by kallisto that were used for the gene-count tables and the 
number of transcripts that possess more than 10 reads. Cassava data set: Total reads observed after 
quality filters and trimming. R. irregularis data set: Reads that were not mapped to Cassava reference 
genome (Unmapped)  
	 	 	 	 	
Cassava	 		 		
R.	
irregularis	 		 		
Samples	
File	
header	
Vari
ety	 Cultivar	
Treat
ment	 Total	reads	
Pseudoalig
ned	
Cassava	
Transcri
pt	>	10	
counts	
Cassava
(tpm10_
C)		
Unmappe
d	reads	
Pseudoa
ligned	
AMF	
Transcri
pt	>	10	
counts	
AMF(tp
m10_A)		
V1_DAOM_1	 V1-1	 V1	
V1_CM6438
-14	
DAO
M197
198	 40731000	 32962696	 10569	 4333044	 1794067	 6558	
V1_B1_3	 V1-10	 V1	
V1_CM6438
-14	 B1	 36745361	 27105372	 10170	 6281081	 3042201	 6999	
V1_B1_1	 V1-2	 V1	
V1_CM6438
-14	 B1	 33998994	 26400896	 11823	 5269097	 2858970	 7052	
V1_DAOM_2	 V1-5	 V1	
V1_CM6438
-14	
DAO
M197
198	 38772851	 31068405	 10157	 4499642	 1902265	 6352	
V1_B1_2	 V1-6	 V1	
V1_CM6438
-14	 B1	 36968177	 27549708	 10648	 6905467	 3655658	 7014	
V1_DAOM_3	 V1-9	 V1	
V1_CM6438
-14	
DAO
M197
198	 33622400	 25364565	 10310	 4875538	 2381836	 6999	
V4_B1_1	 V4-10	 V4	
V4_COL221
5	 B1	 28089092	 15615196	 13361	 10267084	 6591099	 8188	
V4_CTRL_1	 V4-12	 V4	
V4_COL221
5	 CTRL	 40861511	 32580983	 13001	 5013584	 12462	 2925	
V4_DAOM_2	 V4-13b	 V4	
V4_COL221
5	
DAO
M197
198	 57781123	 41427389	 13316	 11676572	 4674175	 7702	
V4_B1_2	 V4-14b	 V4	
V4_COL221
5	 B1	 57325234	 38694763	 13564	 14423564	 7764493	 7852	
V4_DAOM_3	 V4-17	 V4	
V4_COL221
5	
DAO
M197
198	 40181990	 30261582	 12832	 6984404	 3933950	 6962	
V4_B1_3	 V4-18	 V4	
V4_COL221
5	 B1	 39162831	 25097740	 13574	 10536793	 5890155	 8195	
V4_CTRL_2	 V4-20	 V4	
V4_COL221
5	 CTRL	 45681856	 37104641	 12713	 4098123	 11450	 1939	
V4_DAOM_1	 V4-9	 V4	
V4_COL221
5	
DAO
M197
198	 50745655	 34187835	 13192	 12508099	 6277627	 7960	
V5_DAOM_1	 V5-1	 V5	 V5_BRA337	
DAO
M197
198	 44115391	 36178369	 13056	 4171694	 1293199	 6564	
V5_B1_2	 V5-10	 V5	 V5_BRA337	 B1	 33952560	 27516018	 12297	 4653392	 1389347	 7145	
V5_CTRL_1	 V5-12	 V5	 V5_BRA337	 CTRL	 35942843	 30476187	 13429	 3516782	 6623	 279	
V5_B1_3	 V5-14	 V5	 V5_BRA337	 B1	 26710438	 20195593	 13000	 5914378	 2250463	 6809	
V5_CTRL_2	 V5-16	 V5	 V5_BRA337	 CTRL	 22453636	 18268306	 12265	 2289017	 7956	 620	
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V5_DAOM_3	 V5-17	 V5	 V5_BRA337	
DAO
M197
198	 35031403	 29688754	 9838	 2761972	 963263	 6974	
V5_B1_1	 V5-2	 V5	 V5_BRA337	 B1	 41558031	 34440766	 11211	 4364114	 1076913	 6313	
V5_CTRL_3	 V5-20	 V5	 V5_BRA337	 CTRL	 34800268	 30716691	 9935	 1839737	 7668	 427	
V6_B1_2	 V6-10	 V6	
V6_CM4574
-7	 B1	 38534288	 22415261	 12024	 12470868	 6222596	 7792	
V6_CTRL_2	 V6-12	 V6	
V6_CM4574
-7	 CTRL	 55386954	 43708357	 13042	 5861506	 11683	 1201	
V6_DAOM_3	 V6-13	 V6	
V6_CM4574
-7	
DAO
M197
198	 38279561	 29928531	 10396	 3343502	 900292	 7269	
V6_B1_3	 V6-14	 V6	
V6_CM4574
-7	 B1	 42493661	 30118763	 12519	 8470462	 4828626	 7228	
V6_CTRL_3	 V6-16	 V6	
V6_CM4574
-7	 CTRL	 39367818	 31438475	 9285	 2724939	 11798	 555	
V6_DAOM_1	 V6-5	 V6	
V6_CM4574
-7	
DAO
M197
198	 35815968	 22081502	 12703	 9835933	 5198774	 8220	
V6_B1_1	 V6-6	 V6	
V6_CM4574
-7	 B1	 30553935	 14586040	 10755	 11537375	 5641474	 7771	
V6_CTRL_1	 V6-8	 V6	
V6_CM4574
-7	 CTRL	 33392016	 24559806	 11817	 3573643	 10679	 778	
V6_DAOM_2	 V6-9	 V6	
V6_CM4574
-7	
DAO
M197
198	 29904809	 16661891	 11149	 9141363	 5035687	 7434	
V8_DAOM_2	 V8-13	 V8	
V8_CM523-
7	
DAO
M197
198	 36304871	 30724871	 10799	 3623444	 1245597	 5233	
V8_B1_2	 V8-14	 V8	
V8_CM523-
7	 B1	 34238143	 27413040	 12426	 5036100	 2033931	 6637	
V8_CTRL_1	 V8-16	 V8	
V8_CM523-
7	 CTRL	 33619848	 28607364	 10303	 2422028	 9155	 1320	
V8_DAOM_3	 V8-17	 V8	
V8_CM523-
7	
DAO
M197
198	 43509886	 34930496	 10683	 6039367	 3334054	 6592	
V8_B1_3	 V8-18	 V8	
V8_CM523-
7	 B1	 30375350	 26055792	 13118	 3042973	 421247	 6265	
V8_CTRL_2	 V8-20	 V8	
V8_CM523-
7	 CTRL	 37441996	 31000138	 11525	 2573894	 7798	 462	
V8_DAOM_1	 V8-5	 V8	
V8_CM523-
7	
DAO
M197
198	 35304373	 28862016	 10702	 4673452	 2251504	 6166	
V5_DAOM_2	 m2V513	 V5	 V5_BRA337	
DAO
M197
198	 61894858	 45311336	 12220	 12672110	 6480817	 7038	
V1_CTRL_1	 V1-16	 V1	
V1_CM6438
-14	 CTRL	 27490866	 22127297	 9254	 1917370	 7685	 710	
V1_CTRL_2	 V1-20	 V1	
V1_CM6438
-14	 CTRL	 25730307	 20452924	 7685	 1854857	 8974	 923	
V8_B1_1	 V8-10	 V8	
V8_CM523-
7	 B1	 43250047	 26682043	 12381	 13132993	 7957189	 7787	
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Supplementary Table 2. 
 Fungal colonization and plant phenotypic response to isolates DAOM197198, B1 and the mock 
control. For each phenotypic measurement the analysis of variance is reported. a) fungal colonization 
on cassava roots. b) Total dry weight. c) Aboveground dry weight. d) tuberized roots dry weight. e) 
Belowground dry weight. f) Height of plants. 
 
a)	 Colonization	5	VAR	
	 	 	 	
	
Without	non-mycorrhizal	plants	
	 	 	
	
X	~AMF	*	PLANT	CULTIVAR	
	 	 	
	
GLM(binomial-logit)	
	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	
Df	 Deviance	
Residual	
Df	
Residual	
Deviance	 Pr(>Chi)	
	
NULL	 51	 213	
	 	 	
	
AMF	 4	 17.5	 47	 196	
1.50E-
03	
	
CULTIVAR	 1	 0.16	 46	 196	 0.6927	
	
AMF:CULTIVAR	 4	 7.26	 42	 188	 0.123	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	b)	 TOTAL	DRY	WEIGHT	5	VAR	
	 	 	
	
X	~AMF	*	PLANT	CULTIVAR	+	(1	|	Block)	
	 	
	
Mixed-linear	model	(binomial-logit)	
	 	 	
	 	
numDF	 denDF	 F-value	 p-value	
	
	
(Intercept)	 1	 182	 825	 <.0001	 ***	
	
AMF	 2	 182	 3	 0.073	 .	
	
CULTIVAR	 4	 182	 33	 <.0001	 ***	
	
AMF:CULTIVAR	 8	 182	 1	 0.179	
	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	c)	 Aboveground	dry	weight	5	VAR	
	 	 	
	
X	~AMF	*	PLANT	CULTIVAR	+	(1	|	Block)	
	 	
	
Mixed-linear	model	(binomial-logit)	
	 	 	
	 	
numDF	 denDF	 F-value	 p-value	
	
	
(Intercept)	 1	 182	 1970	 <.0001	 ***	
	
AMF	 2	 182	 6	 0.003	 **	
	
CULTIVAR	 4	 182	 21	 <.0001	 ***	
	
AMF:CULTIVAR	 8	 182	 1	 0.165	
	
 
d)	 Tuberized	roots	dry	weight	5	VAR	
	 	 	
	
X	~AMF	*	PLANT	CULTIVAR	+	(1	|	Block)	
	 	
	
Mixed-linear	model	(binomial-logit)	
	 	 	
	 	
numDF	 denDF	 F-value	 p-value	
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(Intercept)	 1	 182	 500	 <.0001	 ***	
	
AMF	 2	 182	 1	 0.39	
	
	
CULTIVAR	 4	 182	 48	 <.0001	 ***	
	
AMF:CULTIVAR	 8	 182	 1	 0.25	
	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	e)	 Belowground	dry	weight	5	VAR	
	 	 	
	
X	~AMF	*	PLANT	CULTIVAR	+	(1	|	Block)	
	 	
	
Mixed-linear	model	(binomial-logit)	
	 	 	
	 	
numDF	 denDF	 F-value	 p-value	 ***	
	
(Intercept)	 1	 182	 588	 <.0001	
	
	
AMF	 2	 182	 1	 0.29	 ***	
	
CULTIVAR	 4	 182	 45	 <.0001	
	
	
AMF:CULTIVAR	 8	 182	 1	 0.26	
	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	f)	 Height	5	VAR	
	 	 	 	 	
	
X	~AMF	*	PLANT	CULTIVAR	+	(1	|	Block)	
	 	
	
Mixed-linear	model	(binomial-logit)	
	 	 	
	 	
numDF	 denDF	 F-value	 p-value	
	
	
(Intercept)	 1	 182	 10037	 <.0001	 ***	
	
AMF	 2	 182	 5	 0.011	 *	
	
CULTIVAR	 4	 182	 162	 <.0001	 ***	
	
AMF:CULTIVAR	 8	 182	 1	 0.821	
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Annexe IV. Role of host intra-species variability on 
coexistence and effect on cassava (Manihot esculenta 
Crantz) of two isolates of Rhizophagus irregularis 
revealed by RNA-seq 
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Supplementary Figure 1.  
Phenotypic measurements of the different cassava cultivars. We used 14 replicates for each 
phenotypic measurement.a) Aboveground dry weight of plants per mycorrhizal treatment and cultivar. 
b) Fine roots dry weight of plants per mycorrhizal treatment and cultivar. c) Tuberized roots dry weight 
of plants per mycorrhizal treatment and cultivar. e) Belowground dry weight of plants per mycorrhizal 
treatment and cultivar. f) Plants height per mycorrhizal treatment and cultivar. 
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Figure 1. Phenotypic measurements of the different cassava cultivars. We used 14 replicates for each phenotypic measurement.
a) Aboveground dry weight of plants per mycorrhizal treatment and cultivar. b) Fine roots dry weight of plants per mycorrhizal 
treatment and cultivar. c) Tuberized roots dry weight of plants per mycorrhizal treatment and cultivar. e) Belowground dry 
weight of plants per mycorrhizal treatment and cultivar. f ) Plants height per mycorrhizal treatment and cultivar.
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Supplementary Figure 2.  
Venn diagram of the cassava genes that were significantly different between the mycorrhizal 
treatments and the non-mycorrhizal treatment. a) Cultivar COL2215, b) Cultivar BRA337 and c) 
cultivar CM4574-7. DAOM refers to isolate DAOM197198, B1 refers to isolate B1 and DAOMB1 refers 
to the co-inoculation treatment. 
 
 
Supplementary Figure 3.  
Venn diagram of the R. irregularis genes that were significantly different between the single-
inoculations treatments and the co-inoculation treatment. a) Cultivar COL2215, b) Cultivar BRA337 
and c) cultivar CM4574-7. DAOM refers to isolateDAOM197198 and B1 refers to isolate B1. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Venn diagram of the cassava genes that were significantly 
different between the mycorrhizal treatments and the non-mycorrhizal treatment.
 a) Cultivar COL2215, b) Cultivar BRA337 and c) cultivar CM4574-7. DAOM refers to isolate
DAOM197198, B1 refers to isolate B1 and DAOMB1 refers to the co-inoculation treatment.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Venn diagram of the R. irregularis genes that were significantly 
different between the single-inoculations treatments and the co-inoculation treatment.
 a) Cultivar COL2215, b) Cultivar BRA337 and c) cultivar CM4574-7. DAOM refers to isolate
DAOM197198 and B1 refers to isolate B1.
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Supplementary Figure 4.  
Influence on the reference alignment on the absence of expression on the different isolates. a,c,d) Plot 
of the gene-expression of the different mycorrhizal treatments on cultivar BRA337. b) alignement of 
the correspondant sequences of the hypothetical protein. DAOM refers to isolate DAOM197198, B1 
refers to isolate B1 & DAOMB1 refers to the co-inoculation treatments. 
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Supplementary Figure 4. Influence on the reference alignment on the absence of expression on the 
different isolates. a,c,d) Plot of the gene-expression of the different mycorrhizal treatments on cultivar 
BRA337. b) alignement of the correspondant sequences of the hypothetical protein. DAOM refers to
 isolate DAOM197198, B1 refers to isolate B1 & DAOMB1 refers to the co-inoculation treatments. 
a) b)
c) d)
